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FIELDNOTES

decided to enter Chatelaine’sshott-story
11, mkt.”
FALL. when birds regroup and
thd caribou gather into vast herds for the
migration south, Yellowknife raklents
also cluster together, as if answering
their own innate calb they form the
French Club. the Film Society, the
Hockey Association. They join classes in
Oriental Cooking, Dog Obedience, Tii
Tot Tumbling, and Dancercise for
Lartxr Women. I joined the Writers’
Omup.
The founding meeting was on a Wednesday evening in the Northern Books
Ruom of Yellowktdfe Library. Fourteen
men and women in their 20s and 30s
zsthcred around along. veneered table,
looking down at their hands or up at the
book shelves - rows of leather-bound
volumes chronicling the tigomw lives of
c~plorers and pioneers. One by one we
introduced ourselves. Biologists, house
v:iva, schoolteachers, and book-store
clerks declared themselves poets,
novelists, playwrights, short-story
writers, and authors of children’s books.
One of us had actually published: she
had written the text to a picture book.
A$ w rent around the table, some
felt the need to define the purpose of the
group. beyond the unstated one of needing sometbiag to join for the winter. “I
guess the reason is to get inspiration
from other witem,” said a wman
named Mayo. “the way Hemingway and
Durrell inspired each otber.” Another
vxmmn, named Laura. said, “1 think my
wiring is tertible, but other people say
it’s good. so I’d like to reaUy know.”
Somebody suggested we elect a chairman. Another moved we go for a beer.
The latter motion was carried unanimously. and we retired to the Mackenzie
Lounge. settling into soft couches
beneath a black-and-white portrait of
Si Alexander Mackenzie himself, the
Scott&h explorer who pursued Canada’s
longest river to the Arctic &an, to his
diaappointmettt - he had been looking
for the PaciQ.
Talk turned to editors and publishers,
how unimaginative they are, how slow
to r~tutn mamtscripts. how unhelpful in
their rejection letters. We analyzed the
poetry market. By the time the gmoup
dispersed at 10 p.m., most members had

contest.
I at

ready to go home. and
scarchcd the bar for a familiar face. The
Mackenzie Lounge is Long, low, and
dimly lit, a depressing place in summer
but an ideal winter refuge. I spotted an
acpuaintanee at the other end. and she
introduced ma to a woman named
Marion who turned out to be the coowner of a local design and typesetting
company balled Outcrop. Marion
ordered cognac all around and asked for
more coffee. Outcrop, she said, is ping
into publishlng. “We’re lookitlg for
;;;h:fip”
that really express the
She had hired a former McOraw-Hill
editor in Tomato to smut the market
and come up with k&as. One was for an
anthology of stories culled from ‘diaries
of early explorers and missionaries
about how they spat Christmas in the.
North. Another called for a profile of
Yellowknife, CDappear in time for the
city’s 50th anniversary next year. “We
want to publish four books over the next
year but we’re having trouble finding
writers,” Marion said. “Everybody up
here seems to be so busy and so involved

in everything else they have a hard time
getting down to writing.”
The next writers’ meeting was two
weeks later at Carolyn%. She lives in a
bii house overlooking Back Bay, in the
charming part of Yellowknife - Old
Town - near where hopeful gold pmspectom built the town’s first cabins. The

group had dwindled to eight. 1 was the
only male. We sat cros~legged around
the fireplace. beside a coffee table neatly
set with books on how to write. It was a
“reading night”: members read thek
poems about the Precambrian Shield,
about wedges of Canada geese honking
over Great Slave Lake, about pinescented brenes blowing through boreal
forests. 1 wanted to tell than about
Marion and Outcrop, but I WBSafraid of
stmndIng Philistine.
The meatln& carried on every second
Wednesday, always at Carolyn’.% One
night Sally enchanted everyone by
readii from a children’s novel she was
wrltlng - about a boy and girl on a
quest to fmd the magic code to release a
Thought trapped ,in bodily form. We
applauded when slm fmislted,. but she
stopped coming to the meetings. She
phoned each iime to Say she was too
busy writing.
One night we opened a book of
photographs and wrote for IO-minute
stmtches about what we saw. amparing
stories and dllcovering our dIsparate
interests and writing styles. One night
Debbie read a draft of her Chatelaine
stay about a woman who dellbuateb
gets pregnattt then tells ha boyfriend,
an oil-rig worker in Tuktoyaktuk, not to
cmne to see her again. One night we
discussedreports of U.S. plans to launch
a aulse missile somewhere in the Arctic
and send it on a test ran through the
Mackenzie Valley, over our heads, to
Cold Lake, Alta.
By December, pmG.% and shopping
were taking their toll on attendance. By
Christmas the group had dwindled to
three. 1 left for a holiday and returned
wondering if the group bad survived. It
had. We ,were to meet at Btica’s that
week.
By Wednesday. the temperahue had
droaoed to -45O Celsius. Ice fan had
settled over the city. Them was no&d.
Above evety chimney, smoke and
vapour stood in ntiow, motiotdcss
pillars. Pedestrians stalked like astmnauts tbmugh the night mist, bundled
up and unrecogtdzabIc. The scene was
uneartltly, lonely. I hurried to Erica’s. Her house is in New Town. It has a
UvIng room more like a medium-sized
halb a split-level floor carpeted wall to

call, a well-stocked bar in the middle,
and a huge stone fireplace at one end.
The group v,ss back to strengrh - elghl
people sitting around the fire on hlighbacked drawing-mom chalirs.
Erica said she had a greal idea that
would get us all published. We would
negotiate a regular SOO-wordspot with
the editor of the weekly Yellowkni/er
and take turns writing erudite, off-themall pieces of the kind that might run in
the .%‘ewYorkeh “Talk of the Town.”
Carolyn said she could write about a
friend who tauaht sex education and had
had her vagina-stole”. But there was one
problem: what would we call ourselves?
So far we were just the Writers’ Group,
but that wuldn’t do. Suggestions were
made. Yellowknife Writers’ Cimle.
Mackenzie
Highway
Writers’
Cooperative. Cabbages and Kings. Pen
Inc. Tundra
something.
Arctic
something. Little Sticks. Goldirocks.
We finally settled on Yellowknife
Writers. Eh?, a name some thought
possessed sn authenticaUy Northern
,ring. The Yellowkn@r mlumns were
put off. hovxver, with the appmach of
Clm~elrrine’sdeadline. Almost everyone
was enteriry, and meetings were taken
up rith readings and c&l&.
~
Meanwhile, Erica won a two-hour
sp”t on the local cable station for late
April and donated it lo the group for a
live reading. It was a busy time. And in
the midst of it all, Joyce spra”g a new
idea that was to mwe the hiahllaht
_ _ of
the v:inter.
.
She had wltte” to the Canada Council for money to bring two real poets to
YellowI:“ife - Gary Geddes fmm
Montreal and Lorna Cm&r. formerly
Lorno Uher, from Regbm. The council
said yes, but addressed the reply lo
“Yellowknife Writers,” dropping the
“Bh?”
We booked a hall, took out ads,
painted porters, and talked up the event
v;ith friends.
The p”ets arrived on schedule on a
mild, sunny day (-20’) and I took them
on tours - to the CBC for an interview,
to the bush-pilot memorial in Old Town,
across Yelloak”ife Bay on the ice mad
to Dett”hh.to the Legislature where they
shook hands with the Commissioner,
and to the museum to check out the
louwe where they were to read. Everyv:here we nut people who had other
g.ame.L wedding sh&er, a class on lil-

ing income tax In the end, 30 people
shored - a good t”m”“t.
Afterward half the audience adjoumcd with the poets to the Mackenzie
Lounge, to the spot under the Alexander
M”ckenrie portrait where wvehad gone
after our first meeting. Some of the
group were talkative, others oddly intm-

spectlve, as if contemplating the reading
and wondering if we could one day be as
‘good. One line of Loma’s haunted me:

,-0B.w%
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entirely filling that the headquarters for Wome” and Words is
located in the B.C. Sports and Fitness
Building, in an office labelled Special
Olympics. At our meeting not only is the
coordinator, Betsy Warland, wearing
red rugby pants, a T-shirt. and runners,
but she displays the kind of enthusiasm
and energy (in women’s mwement
parlance) that is necessary for so grand
a” orga”izational scheme. What is in the
planning is no less than a “&ma1
meeting of women “involved with all
aspects of the written word: writers,
editors, publishers, critics, academics.
librarians, printers, typuetters. distributors, booksellers, translalors, educational and cultural workers.”
In this land of “too much geography”
a conference that brings Canadians
together is usually viewed as a positive
force. Al \V”TJL
it is see” as innocuous or
mildly frivolous. But any natural hyperbole that the organizers might have
worked up has been so eclipsed by recent
denunciations of Women and Won% as
a sinister plot to undermine Canadian
letters that it has been elevated from just
another conference to something of an
iwe. Last fall one Toronto columnist
linked it to that virulent brand of WestCoast madness that produces mass
murderers, religious cuks. and assorted
atavisms. “Maybe one of the remans
this confermce is disturbing to some
men.” Betsy Warland speculates, “is
that it calls into question the male concept of the Muse. Do men own the
MU92?”
Beneath this cloud of co”tmveTsy, the
gathering - at the University of British
Columbia June 30-July 3 - proves to be
much more pragmatic. In a” attempt lo
promote women’s work, at least ““ethird of the time will be devoted to
building a professional and regional
“network.” Another third is given over
to basic how-to infmmation. That’s why
the organ@ers (about 30 in all) felt it
necessary Lo cut such a wide swath
throagh the literary world, from poets to
pa&up artists. “We felt we needed to
hear fmm all points in the system,”
explains Victoria Freeman, the other
IT s!zhfs

full-time coordinator. “We also wanted
to initiate a cross-cultural exchsnge
along English-French liner and with
native .women.” The Muse comes in for
only a fraction of the confere.nce’sattention, under the heading of new forms
and breaklhroughs,
language and
theory, and the craft of nriting, “since
writing is still the resource from which
all these other things spin off,” says
Warland.
With membership topping 400 and
growing weekly, a wide variety of
Clelhmd & Stewart presidmt Linda
McKnight, Marian Engel; Audrey
Thomas, Jane Rule, Margaret Atwood
(who took out an insdtutional membership because she is, well. . .). Nicole
Brossard, Louky Bersianik. Mary
Meigs. Cam1 Shields, Joy Kogawa,
Judith Merrill, and so on. Almost
SZO,OOO
(toward a projected $90,000
budget) has bee” raised from grants,
memberships, and donations.
At one level, it ls all too easy to be
skeptical or mocking - the program is
incredibly ambitious. A glance at the
guidelines for submission of papers:
“Please keep in mind the theme of the
mnference: how wome” who kave

chosen the medium of word.?
me
@fededby the words and the choice on
the subconscious. con.w.totts, interpwsonal, social, and p@ssional
L?v&. ”

(Emphasis theirs.) Note the two. four.
five dozen topics for panel or workshop
discussion. But the idea has far-reaching
appeal. Money is. being raked in
Monweal, Toronto, and Winnipeg to
tinanw travel expenses. Car pools and
charter flights are being organized.
Eighteen months of planning. mostly by
volunteers, have bee” devoted toward
Warland’s impresario Vision.
There can be no doubt, despite the
apparent “matriarchy” of Canadian
lif’ature, that w”men in this cOU”try
are in a disadvantaged position in the
literary marketplace. Studies from
sources as diverse as the federal departments of mmmunications and labour
consistently produce a barrage of
stallslies from which such sad pm““uncwnents can be made. Cold cornfort’that is. Governments have a habit of
supporting such high-visibility co”ferenws a a way of siphoning off
pressure for effective meawes. It’s still
open to question whether Women and
Words can change things.
Warland is characteristically fontident. “We’re breaking the isolation. the
sense of not realizing the resources we
have and what wme” can do for each
other. Some needs of wmen members
in existing professional writing organizetions are not being met. Now, you csn
set up a feminist caucus within the

organization or, as we are doing with
Women and Words, meet on an alternate level, cutting across disciplines.
Once we do this, it will never be the same
in Canada agsin.”

dues’ worth silting on the West Coast
and hearing about meetings on Bloor
Street.”
The Fed’s main

undersell their work. The Fed enables
people to put aside their mini-horizons
and see a larger horizon.”

thrust is to coordinate
lbbbying to raise both the profile and the
income of B.C.3 writers. So fir, the
results have been mixed. A meeting with
Vancouver Sun publisher Clark Davcy
won nothing more substantial than a
hearing. “Local newspapers froth at the
mouth about Canadian hockey teams or
B.C.? lumba interests,” says Wat-

THE STATEOF the Federation of B.C.
Writers’ tinaaw will affti how tbc.
THE FEDERATIONof B.C. Writers is an
B.C. branch of the Writers’ Union of
alphabet of acronyms. West-Coast
Canada spends its newly acquired “conmembers of ACTBA, PWAC. WUC.
science money.” In an innovative move,
LCP, CAA, GCP - in other words, the
Manhattan Books, which carries cacluspoets, playwrights, journalists, and
ively remaindered titles, has offered one
authors rho already belong to various
per cent of sales - to a maximum of
national (i.e. Tomntc+dominated) pmmougb, but when you turn to that oddly
S400 a month - to the union. “It’s
fesrional associations - have been
named section, ‘Entertainment.’
you
because of my sympathy for the writer,”
find book reviews from the Los Angeles
invited to shelter all their hats under one
says Nick Hunt, co-owner with Celia
l-imav. Our ncwspapcrs arc the last outumbrella, the Fed. Membership-either
Duthlc (of yes, Duthie’s Books, Vanpost of colonialism.”
couver’s oldest, quality book-store
as Ordinary ($15 per annum) or
A $5.300 federal-provincial employAssociate 610) - is also available to
gmupj. “If wc were going to make
money out of remainders, then
othernise unafliliated writers if they
ment grant enabled the Fed to initiate
meet appropriate entry criteria.
work in thrre priorily projects: outreach
somehow we wanted pan of that to get
“Some people were nervous that a
workshops, a directory of members, and
back to the writer.”
provincial fedmation would waken the
archives. But money dried up at the end
.In the tiar two months of the store’s
national organizuions.” says founding
of March, and an expected SZ6,ClilO pperation, $517 was added to the
president David Watmough, “but the
granl from the B.C. Cultural Fund failchronically empty union coffers. “WC
cd to materialize. There is no paid staff
opposite is true. There is so much skep
had to close our office because of lack of
ticism towud Torontwentric
assoda- . or office, simply a post-off& box and
funding,”
says branch
president
the occasional use of the Literary
tions that we pmvide a release of
Richard Wright. “We’re making tenStorcfmnt’s facilities.
pressure. WC act as the sort of safety
tative plans to m-open - depending on
valve that holds Canada together.
“We spent the first ycaipersuading a
what the Fed does. But now at least we
Berides, many people had already
disparate group of writers that they can
can afford a telephone and a mailbox.
rithdnvn from their national associawork together,‘? Watmough says. “Now
We’re appreciative of the money.”
tion. It has no sense of reality. You,
we have to impmvc the image of the proBut remaindered books are not a”
don’t have any feeliag.of getting your
easy subject for writen Although the
fession by enwuragiag members not to

RlUWiX§, RASCAlL§ AND ROYAlLTY
The Colorful Norlh of LACO Hanl
edited and with (111inwoducdon
by Barbara Hum
In a remarkablecareer that spanned half a century or
lumuhuous change in ihe Norlhwul Terrilorier. LACO Hum
had a from row seal on hislory. He lells about Northern
people and places viilh humour. griuy detail, and keen

perwctive. Eight pageror photos. cloth.
ISBN O-91931508-9

Au9.618.95

0N EILQIE ICE
Lift in Inuvih. aa Arctic Hislory
edited bv Jane SIoneman-McNicM
The amazing story of the model town buih from scratch.
high above the Arclic Circle. lnuvik is a mwn buik on
pcrmalrosl or “blue ice” and Ihe story of ks growth is a

naryabout

people. Lavishly itlumratcdwith colour and
black and while phoms.Clolh and paper.
ISBN 0-919315-05-i
JunslS14.95
ISBN 0-919315-06-Z

June/$9.95

CYRii§TlWA$

Il’d TME lBlG IGLOb)
Arclie

True Stories from Ihe Canadian
edited by Kenn Harper

Despilc forbidding condidonr Christmas in Canada’s Arctic
has always been a warm and joyous festival. Kcnn Harper
has colkctecl accoums from hislorical and comemporary
sourcesto produrr a kaleidoscope or Ihe irue spiril and

richnessof Ihe reason. Original illuslntions in colour and
black and white. Cloth.

union hacked its executive in accepting
Manhattan’s offer, Audrey Thomas felt
uneasy and cast the sole abstention to
the otherwise unanimous vote. “The
argument going around is that this is the
way the world works. and we should be
properly grateful. But as long as we
accept the idea of remaindered books.
then remaindered book stores will proliferate.” Thomas is also wry of the
union’s receiving funds from a private
book sroie. It feels too much like a
publicity gimmick, and ultimately leads
10 “less money for writers. There’s *
strong feeling that publishers deliberately over-r”” books I” order to remainder
them. and now with new American tax
laws on inventory. there’s eve” more lncenlive for them to get rid of stock.”
Nick Hunt assures that no foreign editions of Canadian-authored books will

be purchased as long BSthey are still in
print in Canada. “The flak is about
bringing in bootlegged titles. When
Knopf remaindered Margaret Laurence
and Pierre Berton, Coler bought the
U.S. edition and sold il here while its
Canadian coonterparl was still in print.
We won’t do that.” Hunt is throwing a
wide net for his acquisitions - New
York, London, as well as Toronto and
locally -and carries a variety of Canadian authors, such as Patrick Lane and
Dave Godfrey.
Audrey Thomas remains uncomfortable. “I not only won’t buy remaindered
books: if anvone aives me one for
Christmas, I won’t r&d it.”
Concludes Richard Wright. “If ‘it
conws to a choice behveen thaior pulp
lng a book, I’d opt for renminderlng.”
- ELUNORWACHTeL.

ENGLISHOUR ISVGLISH

Whence came the redundant ‘the’
before hoi polloi, and what’s its tinnection
to the misused hoity-toity?

By BOB BLACKBURN
“[HE]FINDSII humoroos that he, the son
of a Jewish manufacturer from Montreal, and yours truly, the so” of a Newfoundland fisherman, hobnob with the
hoi polloi.”
That paragraph
appeared
in
“Canada’s national newspa+r” under
the byline of one of its most prestigious
(I “se the word advisedly) critics and
feature

writers.

Here we have no mere Lypographical
error. Here we have a writer using a
?he context makes itclear that he was
looking for some such’ term as upper
enrsl, or elite, or c&w de la crpme, and
he made a compound boo-boo. Hoi
polloi is Greek. It means. literally, the
many. Ii is used properly to refer to the
masses, the ma” In the street, the cornmon folk, and so on.
It’s unfortunate that the phrase crept
into English use. or. rather. misuse. The
OED itself ignores it, although the
phrase finds a place in the Supplement
that il should have found in the original.
The first cilrtlo” is from Dryden’s &say
oJDwnotic Posy (1668), and it Is an
ominous one: “If by the people you
understand the multitude, the hoipolloi,
‘tis no matter what they think; They are
:omc-lima in the right. sometimes in the

their judgement Is a nxere
1ortery:
Well, that, I guess, is where the tmuble started. Dryden used the redundant
the before hoi, which memu the, and
other Engliih writers of note followed
his lead. I think we’re stuck wiviththe
redundancy. If, in formal writing, you
were to insea the phrase in Greek
characrexs, doubtless it would go down
well, but if, in informal writing or co”versation, you were to use the phrase
without the the, you would get funny
looks.
Fowler, however, rethsed to buy the
pleonasm. “The best solution.” he
wmte, “is to eschew the phrase
alrogelha. but it is unlikely to be foraotten
long as Iolonthe is played. ‘Twlll~7U
wlfhjoy rendmadnessstark
wrong;

is

the Hot Pot/o/ (a Greek remark).”

While I don’t believe there’s any point
in being stuffy about Lhethe, I can’t buy
the attitude affected on this (or any) subject by Jim Quinn in his sappy little
book, American Tongue and Cheek,
wherein, with more commercial acornen
than serious purpose, he attemptp to
pander to hoi polloi by telling them they
can’t be faulted for calling themselves
%ig hoi polloi,” and by declaring Lhal .
such “word snobs” as FowIer and

William Sat& are really word slobs, and
it’s OK to speak lousy. Quinn is clever
and amusing, but he draws heavily on
the OED when it suits his purpose and
fails to remind us that it is a historIcal
dictionary and that iis every citation is
not to be taken as an example of
desirable usage.
The fact Lhat Dryden. Byron, and
Cooper used the superfluous the does
not make it right any more than tht fact
lhat a president of the United States Ike
poor, ailing, thick-tongued
Eisenhower - couldn’t pronounce
nuckur makes. it r&l for today’s
generation of thick-skulled TV newsmen
Lo go on pronouncing it mm&r.
Anyway, the point of all this is not that
the author of the words quoted at the
top of this column osed a redundant the.
The point is that he (and, God knows,
he is not alone in his culpatdlhy) misused
the term in a” attempt to convey the og
posite of what it meahs. It troubles me
thlil every aolhority I’ve referred to
about hoipolloireally has nothing to say
about it save to deplore or forgive the
egregious exvd the. None has mentioned
the fact that it is becoming commonly
;;;todTd by writers who should know
Surely there’s nothing wrong with getting terribly upset when a commonly
respected essayist misuses a phrase so
grotesquely. This was not a matter of
nuance. The ma” was saying black when
he meant white.; yes when he meant no;
right when he meant wrong. lie did not .
invent the mistake. Possibly it arises
because of confusion with the term
hoity-toity, which itself seems to have
evolved in some confusion. To most of
us today it connotes haughtiness or
arrogance, but its flrst,“xaning Is related
Lo its origin in the verb hoit, which
means to indulge in noisy mirth.
U’s not hard to imagine some people
associating hoitptoity wllh highandmighty, and the Om draws our &tention to the variation, highwtighty.
Perhaps the syllable hoi is enough, in
some minds, 1o evoke a” image of hoitytoiriness.
At least this is something we can look
up. Twice in the last few days I’ve been
confused by whets who referred to 8.
man as a bimbo. I know bimbo is a kind
of brandy punch, and 1 know that in
Mexico R’s the brand name for a local
equivalent of oar plastic sliced bread.
When I was a boy it was a sexist slang
word interchangeable with broad. To
learn what it meant in what to me was a
strange context, I had to consult a”
editor %mslderab~ younger than I, .who
Informed me, in a rather hoity-toity
manner, that, to hoi polloi of 1983, a
bimbo is a “en%
I give up-for this month, anyway.0
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The double life of Michael Ondaatje,
mild-mannered professor of’ English literature
and ‘risk-taking celebrator of madmen

By JOHN OUGHTON
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THE STRANOBRrode in fmm lhc East with his typewriter blaziry, and carved a permanent notch in Canadian litcralure.
Like his native Sri Lanka. which gave the W&cm world its
first taste of cinnamon, Michael Ondaatjc has brought a
sppccial tlavour to Canadian writing with his startling and often
violent images. exotic settings, and elegant language.
By 1970 he had established a reputation as something of a
poet’s poet with his first two collections. TheLMnIyk4onslers
(1967) and The Afun with Seven Toes (1969). But it was Bi/rV
thr Kid: Left Handed Poems (1970) that really seized the
public imagination snd
proved Ondaatje’s ability
to create a collage of
many different gcnrcs
with r conslstcntly high
level of exciteme”t and
perception.
SiSy the Kid user fact,
fiaion,
poetry. song
fragments,
historical
photographs. and cvm
comic-strip pamdies to
double-barrelled
effccl:
it adds a hallucinatory
reality to the well-worn
myth of Billy as Ihe Rimbaud of punfighting, and
comments on the mythmaking process itself.
Akhough the book pro”cd difficult for reviewers
to caegorize (resembling
more the experimental
uouvpllu romun fiitions
produced
by
such
French
nuthors
as
Xlichel Butor and Alain
than
Robbe-Grillet
rnyihing being done 81
the time in Canada).
Bi/lv Ihe Kid won the
1970 Governor General’s Award for poetry.
The dramatic possibilities of the book were realized in
successful productions - directed by Paul Thompson and
others - “t Toronto Free Theatre,. Stratford, and London,
Om. A dozen years later the book is still going strung: Ondaatje
eaimates that it has sold about 20,000 copies, including a U.S.
trade edition. AM Wall of Anansi Press says that “h’s going
to be in print forever. WC started with a” edition of 1.500 or
2,000 cupies. which took a while to sell. The second year was
the sane, and then it started to do better. As people heard of
il. it just took off and got bigger and bigger.” It is still one of
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the must experimental works to win a Governor General’s
medal.
Ondaatjc’s work continues tu evade easy categorization.
Running in Ihe Family a “fictional biography” published by
McClelland & Stewart last year, details his return trip to Sri
Lanka to discover his family’s past and recapture his “lust
childhood.” As Bharati Mukhcrjec wmtc in a QuiS % Quite
review, it is “pad family saga. part the typical North
American nmts search. “art travel account and hart sucial
hi&y, delivered with thdcunciseness and intensity of poetry.*’
It is also a search for
Ondaatic’s own identhy.
which ic has previous&
kept out of his work to a
large degree. For a writer
who turns 40 this year
and has published
a
dozen books - including .a critical study of
Leonard
Cohen
and
anlhologies
of long
poems, animal poems.
and short stories - hi
public personality has
been _as elusive as the
genres of his work. In au
age. of motor-mouthed
authors
touting
their
tomes on talk shows,
Ondaatjc is a private
person, far “lure cumfortable
creating
his
work than making public
appearances.
He has plenly
of
reasuns to fezI confident
about his writing. His
new and selected poems,
There’s a Trick with a

Knife I’tn Learning Io
Do: Poems 19d3-1978,
won mm a secona uovern~r tiewar-s Award in 1979. Coming
Thorough Slough&r was a m-winner of the 1976 Books in

Canada Award for First Novels. His writing is well-respected
both by his literary colleagues (the Coach House Press poster
of the cov.zr of Ral Jelly was probably the number-one
rcfrigcratot door decoration in other Toronto writers’ houses
during the 1970s) and by the public at large.
But Ondaatjc often seam ill at ease in public. In Ron
Mann’s film Poetry in Modon he keeps his eyes focused on the
page he’s reading. only looking up et thc’end of the poem; ncrvousucss animates his voice, in considerable cmurast to the
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confident performing style of such of his contemporaries in
the movie as the Four Iiorsem6n and Ed Sanders. Ondaatje
_
_
_._
.
__
1~‘sHARDti) connect the characters - the instinctual killer Billy, the crazed jazz genius Buddy Boldan, Ondaatje’s own
alcoholii father - with the author. “Write what you know
best,” beginning novelists are usually told, but a w&y of .Ondaatie’s life reveals that (until Running) he has not honoured
thatbictum. Born in 194i in what wvu?hen Ceylon, of Tamil,
Slnhalese, and Dutch background, Ondaatje left with his
mother and three siblings for England 11. yesrs later (his
parents separated when he was four). In 1962 he followad hi
brother Christopher, now a succeskful stockbmker
and
publisher at Pagwian Press, to Canada. He taught at the
University of Western Ontario until 1970, when a disagreament over whether he should be a creative or Ph.D. writer
resulted in his moving to Glendon College, part of York
University. After having two children - Griffin and Quintin
- he and his artist/tilmmaker wife Kim separated in 1981. He
has been a Coach House editor for a decade.
Very little in Ondaatje’s published interviews or public
appearances really illuminates his double nature, exposes the
cmnmon bond between the retiring pmfessor/family inan and
the celebrator of rats and passlonate madmen. That paradox is
evident in his poetry, which eschews concrete effects, envntric
spelling, and neo-surrealism, but delivers in its formal, correct
language a complex vision of a world of danger, tiansformation, humour, and pain. His poem “White Dwarfs” begins:
“This is for people who disappear/for those who descend into
the code/and make their room a fridge fpr @pennan -/who
exhaust costume and bonesthat could perform fright.”
Glendon is an appropriate setting for an academic Clark
Kent. It is set smut fmm both the main York canmus and
from the Tom&
t&tic that speeds along Bayvinv’Avenue
outside its antiaue
_ -aates. This little world suaaests Cambridae.
with its green, tranquil lawns and trees, although its m&
building is blandly functional. Ondaatje’s offs is’secluded
withll this edifice, at the end of a second-floor Eortidor. As
befits a professor of English Ilteratwe. his office is crammed
with books and paper. Posters depictins the birds of Australia
and celebrating the works of Paul Bowlas decorate the walls.
In the ccmrse of an hour, the only other visitor is a student asking for a deadline extension. Ondaatje, anxious to get on with.
his writing, grants it guardedly.
Ondaatje is a handsome man. with a trim beard, expressive
eyes, and silvering sideburns. He speaks in a rapid, staccato .
rhythm. with a vaguely English accent. The reaction to Run-,
nirzg.he says, has been gratifying: “Basically. I think I was
lucky. 1 had no idea what the reception was going to be. It was
a very difIicult book to balance in terms of an imaginary
audience. I was writing the book for myself, for my relatives in
Sri Lanka. as a Canadian . . . and thinking, ‘Will this be of
interest to anyone apart fmm me or my direct family?“’
As the youngest child, Ondaatje had few personal memories
of his father and older relatives. The book documents his
search for anecdotes, photogmphs, and other keys to a
ttics in its lineage: The family name had b&n

C&n

for 3GU

bf r&arch bal$&d by imagination, found in 5%/y the Kid
and Coming l7wough Slaughter. “Some people say this is
quite different.” he says, “but ln the basic situation with
historical characters it’s similar. I don’t mean that I see my
family as historical characters . . . but after you work on a
book like that for a while you begin to forget if you made this
up, or if that was a true story.” On the acknowledgements
page he adds a charming disclaimer: “And if those listed
above difappmve of the f=tioti
air I apologize and can only
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say that in Sri Lanka a well-told lie is worth a thousand facts.”
The major characters are hi maternal grandmother Lalla a liberated and idiosyncratic spirit - his mother, and his
father. The senior Ondaatje frittered away his inheritance and
and dignified when sober. he became a &-powered termr 0;
the bottle: as Running recounts, he once halted one of the
island’s principal train lines by running naked into a tunnel
and threatening suicide. He fmally left when his wife, with a
borrowed suit and considerable patience, talked him out.
In the early part of the century the Ondaatjes belonged to a
privileged class in Sri Lanka. UnIike the snobbish British, they
adopted some native ways and cared little about kcaping track
of racial backgrounds; but they also had the time and monay
to indulge in horse-racing (one Ondaatje forebear was killed
by a horse), tennis, mountain retreats, and wild, drunken parties. One of the institutions of the era was the mad-house.
Roads were dangerous and badly maintained, so road-houses
offered welcome respite. Writing one’s comments in the
Sammy Dlas B&daranalke (a relative of a future Sri Lank&
mime minister1 scent half a Daae dlsnamaIne the food. drink.
ind service, dnciaatej% fatl;er-u&
un;le&ath:
+o cc&
plaints., Not even about Mr. Bandaranaike.”
The exchange
was soon public knowledge, and the two men took to writing
lengthy accounts of the vilest gossip available about each
other’s families in other guest-books. Some pages were even
This amusing feati is-now threate&to
develop into a
multi-generational
Hatfield-and-McCoy
affair, according to
Ondaatje. One review of Rluming in a Sri Lankan paper was,
he says, “vary interesting. Bandamnaike’s daughter reviewed
the book abd, oh God, it was just a devious, vidous thing. It
was a very favourable review.” he adds with a wry smile, “but
she continued the attack on my family. So now I have to wile
a letter complaining about her.”
The quality that all members of the Ondaatje clan seem to
share is taking risks. Ondaatie does it in his writing, but his
relatives walkalong the edge in their lives. His moth& refused
alimony, determined to SUPPOSE hw four children although she
had n&r worked bef&&r
mother, Lalla, talked a friend
into hiding a servant whom she didn’t want to lose even
though he had just murdered a rival. After embarking on a
motorcycle trip at the age of 68 with ha 6Oyear-old brother,
she was carried away by a flood. One atit, at the age of 25.
volunteered to have an apple shot off her head “by a complete
stranger in the circus profession.” Ondaatje also recaUs hi
brother Chrlstopha piloting a sort of homemade soap box
dian Olympic .B&sl& “B”tesm in 1964, \;he.n the Canadian
“A” team surprised the world by taking the gold medal.
For Ondaatje, attempting the book was a risk. “It’s quite
the most difficult thing to do, 1 think, to write about your own
rami&” he says retlsctively. “I’m really glad that I wvroteBi/&
and the others first.”
Saveral critics have detailed the two-way traffic between fact
and fiction, history and imagination in Ondaatje’s books. He
says he has triad for a different balance in each work “With
Billy there MS already quite a myth. You didn’t have to give
too much information about Billy to your audience. With
Coming Through Slaughter it was more difficult because,
although there ware a faw manic jazz aficionados who knew
Boldan, in general Bolden wasn’t as well known. So I had to
craatc a story, create a background. It was improvising. With
Running how I used fact was totally alien. somehow.”
CINDAATJE
HASthug three films of his own, and the cinematic
influence shows in the structure of his works as well sz in the
way he discusses them. “Usually my first draft is chaotic, all
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over the place. What I’ve got is 400 pages which I’ve got to edit
down to 200 pages and somehow structure. At that point I see
the editing process cs the way you want to edit tilm. reshaping
things where you want to kind of bring in an undertow of fear
or something like that,” he says, illustmting a flow of motion
Ah his bands.
Film is cn important medium for him. He calls movies “the
mein source of mythologies we have,” and in his introduction
to the Long Poem Anthology he wrote, “In a country with an
absurd history of Blm, real film goes underground. And it
eotnus up often in strange clothes - sometimes cs theatre,
sometimes as poetry.”
Film allows an alternation between fluid and frozen images,
and Ondactje frequently usesor alludes to still photographs in
his v:ork. He works the photographer E.J. Bclloq into
SlaugBfrr (correctly portrayiy him a black, deformed dwarf
rather unlike the Keith Carrcdine version in Louis MalIe’s film
Prclr~’ Baby), includes photographs in Bil@ the Kid and Running,and evrn c photograph of sound - a sonograph - at the
b?ginnlng of Slmgh:er. “The frozen im&e ls like punctuation, or the way 1 use white spccc; B pause, or something like
that.”
Ondaatje is also working on his own corrective to the absurd
history of Canadian movies. collaborating on B screenplay
mitb Paul Thompson. The project, which Ondaatje began in
1976, is P screen version of Robert Kmetsch’s 1975 novel
Eudlands. which concerns an epic and aimless journey on B
nft through Alberta’s badlands. He and Thompson “can
~orl; well together because we’re so different,” he says
kwghbtg. “I think that if we had exactly tbe sctne tastes it
rould be disastrous, but 1 can see great tights ahead. and
involvement with actors. The hope would be that it would happsn next summer. Paul and I have sbvays said that if wc do
this thing we’ll use actors whom we know and trust, and begin
on o very minimal scale. Do it the best way that you believe
you ccn, then you c.cn leave it to someone else. So ct the
moment we’ve got the cook lined up.
.~ and we have someone
building the r&**
The oroject with Thomoson continues the collaborative
method-that ha marked thestage productions of Bil.9 fhe Kid
and Corning Tbrougb Slaughler. Ondcatje can’t set himself
writing a plcy of his owe (“1 can’t write like that”), but his
esperlencc in the theatre to date has “influenced me a great
deal. especiclly with Rurining.” Lslla. for example. is almost a
Saclh Bernhardt figure, with B false breast instead of a
xoodett leg. miking gmod gestutes - she once presented a
friend with c. fresh bouquet stolen from the recipient’s own
gsrdett. Ondaatje’s fs.ther is ho unpredictable master of
ceremonies, hiiacldng a train and then alternately terrorizing
its passengers and entertaining them with spontcnwus
limericks. The theatrical experience seems to have helped
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them from the necessary dlstcncc.
AXOTHEP PAIWDO?(: althou& Ondartje is evidently at home
citlt B multiplicity of media and gcnrcs, he is suspicious of
state-of-the-crt wiring aids. “The ideal book for me would
hove Smell-o&ion,
ewything,”
he says. but states firmly
that for the process of creation, “paper and pencil are best.
“I’ve been accused of being a Luddite’ by Oeorge
Bowrlng,” he r*lys with a sigh. “1 totally disapprove of all
these people buying computers to work on their books. All
tltese Cocch House people like David McFadden, Oeorge
Eowcriy, and Brian Fawctt have computers. and they chat
to each other on them. 1 must say that I can’t stand that idea.”
He confcsres to owning the self-correcting Selectric on his
typing desk, but adds: “That’s my one buy. No furtha.”
A traumatic episode at Coach How is responsible, he confwes: “When I first ccote to Cocch House and got involved, I
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tried uslug the linotype machine. I pressed the wrong button
and all the type flew across the mom and smashed into the
wall. At that point Stan [Swington] banned me from usbg
any machines.”
So, with paper, pencil, and occasional forays to the type
writer, he now is working on his other long-time project, a
novel set in modem Canada. He dislikes discussing work in
progress, saying “I’m a very superstitious person. I tend to
think of everybook is the last one and put everything into it.
Maybe I’m not that confident about writing in the sense that I
don’t feel the security that in another two years I’ll be doing
another book. Even with something I’m working on and
almost fiiished I’m very nervous about whether it’s working
right. I expect to fall on my face one of these days.”
Throughout his work on prose projects he mntinues to write
poetry. “I really need to go back and forth between poetry and
prose constantly,” he explains. “The distinction is in how intimately you think. That’s a prbbIem with some writers when
they write prose. They think that prose is a kind of public
forum for ideas and emotions. I don’t believe that. Certainly
one can write a poem about a very small tbii, and that’s what
it is, that fragment of emotion, and writing about your own
immediate surroundii, getting back to tltat; not losing touch .
with that immediate landscape.”
He visibly relaxes when discussing other poets he admires.
He feels that the work of Phyllis Webb, Roy Kiyooka, and,
yes, Leonard Cohen have been underrated. GeneralIy be feels
that “one of the big problems still in Canadian writing is that
the really intezesting new stuff is.ignored. You’re not going to
see Roy Kiyooka reviewed in the Globean#Md.” In prose he
prefers Elizabeth Smart, John Glassco. Sheila Watson, and
Howard O’Iiagan in Canada; the American critic and novelist
John Berger; and the Italian It& CaIvino. “One of the books
I wish I’d written ic Caltino’s The Baron in Ihe lkes It’s a
kind of tall tale like GulUver’s Tnrvelr.”
One suspects that Running In Ihc Pam@ is the kind of book
that many other written would like to do: at once personal and
universal, informative and poetIc. A hasty perusal leaves the
reader with a wonderful assortment of stories and characters,
but a closer look shows just how much Ondaatje has at last
revealed of himself. He describes the heightened awareness
ealled fear as common to bis family, telling his father:
“Whatever contmll~ tbe Iear we all sban we would have
embraced.”
Running also rem&s some of the veils of mystery about his
style of writing. His violent and c&urfu! imagery hap a source
in Sri Lanka where. as he details, everyday risks include falling
coconuts. floods, lightning. giant monitor lizards, cobras in
the house, and the 55 local poisons listed by bis botanist
ancestor William Charles Ondaatje. The sense of threat, of
potential instability in nature and man, is at least partly drawn
from hi past.
Another m&r source, he reveals. lies in .his dreams. The
book began with a dream: “I saw my father, chaotic, swrounded by dogs, and all of them were screaming add barking
into the tropical landscape.” A friend of his father tells him of
witnessing just such a scene: bis father naked. dangling five
black dogs from one arm held out straight. It is unbnponant
which came fust to Ondaatje, dream or story. They are equalb
valid. His perception that “he had captured all the evil in the
regions he bad passed through and was holding it” applies
equally well to Billy. to Buddy Bolden, and the convict Potter
in The Man withSeven Toes Ondaatje is committed to fiiding
that kind of truth in dream itnages and translating them into .
literature. It seems improbable that tbii constandy develop@
and experimenting writer will realize his fears of “faRing on
his face” with bis new novel. More likely he wiIl present his
readers with unexpected new de&h& and the reviewers with
yet another undefinable but accomplished work. 0
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‘Rudy Wiebe’s new novel - about a mtiried
professor’s: affair with a student - sets out to
put the genitals back in the Bible

By M4GDALEiVE R&DEKOP.

My Lowly Enemy. by Rudy Wiebe,

frostation of being overwhelmed by the

nw3euand
& stewvart. 262 pages,
S13.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 8989 9).

“big schlcmg.” Jesus admits that “to
love genitally ls a beginning,” but urgu
Dyck to go beyond genitals and think of

RUDY WEBE

has been known to mock
novelllts who people their ftction with

love as a divine fin. Since the world is
created (so says Jaw) by God being

“pipsqueaks” and who write fiction
about fiiion that affirms nothing. It is
startling, then, to find him making a
radical shift to what seems, on the face
of it, a hackneyed theme: a middle+ed
professor’s affair with a young student.
The theme may be an old one, but the
fxtional method is bmovative. Despite
his success with more grandiloquent
histotical themes, Wiebe here breaks

head over heels in love with it, and since
a Father-God does his creating by talking (so says Dyck’s pre&cious
daughter), it is appropriate that the professor, in imitation of Chdst, is a talking
lover.
Like Amado’s Dona Plor. Prof. Dvck
has two spouses. Did this J&us co& to
destroy the institution of marriage? Are
the fa&stlc effects merely evid&es of
fictional irresponsibility used to justify
moral irresponsibility? Are we being
asked to participate vicariously ia the
glee of a professor who is hating hi
cake and eating it too? Hasty readers
may well conclude that this is so (and
damn Wiebe for it), but the novel will
not support such a reading. Something
in the book prevents us from simply
lusting along with Dyck. That something
is death.
The novel’s first sentence sets the
tone: “There can he nothing on earth as
peaceful and rewarding as working with
the dead. I know. for I once was a public
school teacher. . . :’ Dyelr - a mortician pn many levels - works with mmputers and then beeomes a historian.
observing tbosc who are serenely oncontious of him because they are
already dead. In the entertaining opening pages, Dyck is challenged (at a
cocktail party) to prove that his God
could change the past and reverse~Louis
Rid’s death. He wins the argument with

new fictional ground and takes new
risks. Abandoning the realism with
v;blch Canadian readers are so comfortable, he turns to a flctlonal technique
that mixes thewdisticwith the fantastic.
This lusty, subversive, bizarre, and
disturbing novel is more than a turning
point; it is a revolution. But like his twjn
protagonists -Chief
Maskepetoon and
the Mennonite history professor, Dyclc

- Wiebe himself makes a “circle of
contortion” in which he is tv4sted
“three hundred and sixty degrees so that’
his body is again facing in the traditional
direction . . . . ” For this is really the
same okl Webe, come once again to
remind us that Jesus came to upset the

structures that be, not to reinforce them.
I~othiig if not ambitious. Wiebe sets out
to de-platonize Christianity and to put
the genitals back into the Bible. (It is no
coincidence. 1 think. that the omfessor’s
name istiyik.,
~~.
In the first half of the novel we
into Dyck’s double life; the first-person

fused with a mood of post-coital melancholy. The effect is a little like making
love while hearing footsteps walking on
your grave. A one-page bridglw passage
joins the two halves of the novel.
Entitled “The Black Bridge,” the
passage ls horrific precisely becao#e it
ddiberatdy fails to bridge. It isn’t even a
hyphen. It’s the black hole at the heart
of the novel, made up of the singing
“voices of all those who have fallen”
from the bridge.
In the second

half of the book
(entitled ‘%ptember”) thesinlster tones
begin to dominate, reinforced by a
switch. to third-person narrative, which
distances us from our Intimacy with the
professor. A journey throu&h clouds of
dust into a coal-streaked valley ti interrupted by a collision with the rear end of
a “‘h&se,” q “black message.” that
leads down into an underground
reataurailt in an abandoned mine lined
with mirrors. Here Dyck and his wife
join Gillian and her husband in a meal
that ls totally Albertan, down to the
wine: Dandelion, 1974 (“An exce&nt
year, &‘I). Sodal satire moves into fantasy when all lights are extinguished. and
the couples find themselves drawn as if
by suction into the black emptiness of
frustrated desire at the centm of their
table. In this “Long Darknas” all four
.are transported *from dystopia into a
utopian world of light where they are
good and happy and naked ln “the land

on the other side of waking, where we
may sleep with all our five end wllful
senses open.”
In the remaining Agas of the novel, a
mortician becomes master of ceremonies
at the funeral of Dyck’s mother. Here,
presumably, we are asked to move
beyond genitals to the divine tire, as sex-

his sudden real&&ion that for God all

rendezvous v:ith his “Iovely enemy,”
Gillkm. to domestic scenes with his wife
Liv. While the sex is explicit. the main

emphasis ls philosophical. This intdl~
tual level is most arrestingly focused in
two marvelloos Dostoyevsktan e&odes
where a diaphanous Jesus appears to the
startled pmfessor. The angry Dyck
waves his penis at Jesus and challenges
him to say whether he ever knew the
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time is simultaneous. The repudiitions
of narrative sequence that follow seem
to be affirmations
of
that
transcendence, but they cannot dispel
the odour of death.
The death of Dyck’s father, early in
the novel, is followed by the knowledge
of the impending death of his mother.
Although often menic in tone, the fmt
half of the novel (entitled “May”) is auf-
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ual desire merges with a longing for
heaven most powerfully represented by

Dyck’s mother. Rven as he rejects his
mother’s otherworldly Christianity.
Dyck shares in that longing. The funeml
pm&on
to the accompaniment of
mournful Mennonite funeral songs,
leads inexorably to a hole in the ground.
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After all the preceding reversals of death
(beginning with that of Louis Riel), one
ought not to be, but is, shocked by the
last reversal. Reswrecled like Lazarus,
the mother rises from the grave to tarn
the wake into a wedding feast, joining
Dyck and Gillian and Liv in a supper of
endlessly multiplting Mennonite potato
salad. Here is wish-fulfilment with a
vengeance, but the laughter it produces
is of the hysterical kind heard sf1t.r
funerals.
Such fantasia are followed by a
renewed awareness of loss - unless, the
novel suggests, there is the faith that
those who “die in Christ” are blessed
and nor dead. That religious aftinnation
is there in the words of the preacher at
the funeral, but what the novel acrually
mata is a” aftertaste of dust and ashes
mingled with the knowledge that lust
makes the world go round. So much
exuberant delight in the limitless possibilities of the imagination in the end
makes us acutely aware of the ultimate
limit of silence and death. It is surely
pamdoxiPa1 that tbls, the funniest of
Wiebe’s novels, should also be the one
that leaves one with the most profound
feelingof emptiness and loss.
We ax left withambiguity, as the title
sugwts. Are we to see Dyck’s Lawrentia” ecstqies as a means of glorying in
the possible impossibilities of a God who
exceeds the human imagination? Or are
we, rather, to see these as the cliched
products of the male menopause? I
found myself Ionsing for some flaws to
heighten the wnlrast between reality
and fantasy. Dyck needs a bigger
stomach or perhaps a double chin;
Gillian needs some pimples; Liv needs a
generous dose of wrinkles; all three
characters need a crash course in evil.
The novel insists that we take responsibility for our dreams, but Dyck concludes that he should not have to choose
.between the iwo women. Moral issues,
however, are inevitably issues of choice
and. once raised, they refuse to go away.
The reader cannot resist joining in the
fun of the miraculous reversals, but the
same reversals often serve to confront us
squarely with a moral dilemma. On the
one hand, h@nation is extolled as of
God; on the other hsnd. we see the
danger of an illusory world.
There remains a yawning gap between
these two tendencies in rhe novel. If he
were Robertson Davies. Wiebe would
paper over this crack with Jungianism.
snd we could all p back to sleep with
the assurance that all that mattexs is
what the women represent in Dycks
inner world. Instead, Wiebe makes of
his very failure a sucwss by using our
awareness of the gap to create his traglcnnic effect. At times my dis$atisfaction
was whir the novel but, on the whole, it

“HEARTCATCHING . ., . frpm her stories,
there rises a melodic line that catches at the
heart with its freshness.” - Time Magazine

“There’s really no substitute for reading these stories
and saoouring the skills of one of the great short story
writers of our time.”
- William Fmnch, The Globe and Mail
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By WIYNE GRADY

Annl,
by D. M. Thomas, Lester &
Orpen Dennys, 191 pages, 516.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 X619 007 Xl.

tNIS35PusHKIN.virtllauy a prisoner in St.
Petersburg, hopelessly in debt, insanely
jealous of his beautiful but brainless wife
a few w&s of seclusion o” hii moiher’s
with his recalcitrant muse. The results
were one short poem and 17 psges of a”
unfinished story. “Egyptian Nights,”
about a” aristocratic native of St.
Petersburg named Charsky who “wap “nfortunate enough to write and publish
poems.” Charsky was so irritated by the
social obligations of fame that he
c”dea.voured in every possible way to rid
himself of “the intolerable appellation.”
One day he is visited by an impoverished
inioduced by Char& into the “utcrary
salons of Petersburg. Charskyamqes for
r demonstration of the Italian’s skilLin the
ballroom of a certain Princess N--, and
on the appointed evening all of literary
Petersburg is enthralled by a long impromptu poem about the love-life of
Cleopatra - a theme provided by a
mmberofthe audicnce- and the fortune
of the impmvisafore seemsassured. Thus
ends the fragment.
It is impossible to say why Pushkin left
the story unfndshed, but it’s safe enough
to note that the material itself seenu u”promising. little more than an exercise
forced o”t of a relucfant pen. Apart from
his mountainous personal problems,
Pushkin was also IiEhtiinga losing battle
ag”inst the grov.ing fashion for literary
realism - one of the principle practitio”cm of vihicbvm N&olai Gogol- and
“E6yptia” Nights” might have b&n inte”dedaraddiantRomanticgesturr:
the
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al@, impassioned artist championed in
the glittelingaristocraticsalons of bnpcdal
Russia. But in the first number of the
litcrarynmgazineContemporamry,
cditcd by
Pushldn later that year. Pushkin included
two other stories of his own and “The
Nose” by Gogol - which suggestseither
that he was desperately short of material
for the magazine (in which cast why not
use :‘Egyptian Nights”?) or that he was
wvilling
to concede at least one literary battle to the realists (although “The Nose” is
hardly a realistic story). At any rate, when
Pushkin was killed in a duct less than two
years later, “Egyptian Nights” tiaincd
unfhdsbed.
D.M. Thomas uses what amounts to a
straight translation of the “Bgyptian
Nigh!_?fragment as the core of Amml, his
fourth novel - really more a series of interconnected sketches than a novel,
reminiscentasit isofltaly’sother~impmv&aIore, Boccaccio. Between the Prologue/Epilogue framework, Thomas
presents three stories told by a Soviet
writer, Sergei Rozanov. at the request of
his blind mistress Olga. Rozanov spends
one whole, sIeeplessnight “improvising”
the tbrcc stories - one by a Russianpoet,
another of a” Anxrtcac woman, “a witcr
of romantic fiction,” and a third by an
Armenia” story-teller whose “proud skill
had been challenged _by a disreputable
Muscovite.”
The stage is first given over to the
poet Victor Surliov who, despite a
serious illness, is setting out on a tpur to
Armenia via America. 0” the ship
Surkov, in a hiih fever, wcava in and
out of the charaetcr of Pushkin, and
wrjtcs or rather “dwms” PushW’s
“Bgyptian Nights” complete with two
‘versions of a continuation that inwrporates many details from the last two
ycan of Pubkin’s-own life. especially
the patl+ic haggling WV his final duel
with d’Anth& (though in Thonms’s continuation it is the improvisafore who is
the subject of these negotiations). In
America, Surkov stays with the
American writer - who has somehow
metamorphosed into a sculptress - and
a week later he turns up in Armenia,
snoring drunkenly in a hotel room adjacent to that of the Armenian story-teller.
Amml is a complicated and ingenious
jeu d’erpriil, the product of a ccl&d
and passionate writer tlexing his talent
- much as the real Pcsbki” did - in
order to keep it intone. Though it is full
of literary rcfcrcnca, of writers and
poets, it is precisely about not writing about being unable to write (or sleep)
and about being able to tell brilliant
stories without writing. At a ccrtai”
obscure level it is about the mystery of
aeatto” (Yhe spo”ta”eous creation of
order, like the impmvinrtore’s ‘Ckcpat10
Surkov moss at one point. “No,

v:a in the novel, absorbed into a fiction
that re-creates the longing for what is
never really there and the pain of the
distance between what is and what ought
to be. Cl
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I can’t believe it.“) It ir not a novel, but
then Ttiomar is under no obligation to
write novels. I” style it follows that diet&cd by Pushkin - the whole book reads
like a translation. The unity imposed on
the stories by the repeated references to
Amwnia and Ararat is largely supertiiiab
. Ararat, the site of the landed Ark, is a
fairly tmmparcnt symbol of the kind of
new bcginnillg promised by the Russian
revolution - i.e., a symbol of doomed
hope, of idealiwntuned into grbn reality.
A more potent symbol for Thomas scenu
to be the unicorn (lx uses it inhis second
novel,Birthslone, as well). the Amxnia”
crcaturc that refused to go into the Ark
a”d so. like Pushkin, never saw Anuat. 0
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The Ed”cas(lo” of J.J. Pass. by T.F.
Rigelhof, Oberon Press, 198 pages,
519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750 463 9) and
59.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750 464 7).
7H6 suBsTANce of fiction is memory.
Plots, chamctcrs, and moods are built of
past experiences, whether real or
imagidcd. Perhaps it is not an cxaggcmtion to say that, in a very broad suIsc, all .
literature is autobipgraphical.
The Ekiucalion of J.J.

Pm

is a

chmniclc of timec rcmembcrcd. From
the vantage point of the present, Aim
Ready, a laps&J priest, reconstructs the.
story of Josef Jacob Paszlemwvski, his
half-brother, and of their childhood and
youth in the Canadian Prairies. J.J.‘s
father, a Roman Catholic Polish immigrant, marries Alex’s mother. and the
boys share nine years in discovering the
world (or that mirror of the world
known as The Crescents). The novel
begins when the brothus meet in
England as grown me”; it ends when
Alex learns the tmc nature of J.J.‘s
father. The 190 pages in between arc a
brilliant, moving depiction of the world
as see” by a child drifting into manhood.
J.J. arrives in Canada from a Gcmxm
internment camp, with a” immaculate
sense of wonder. He wondezs at his new
house, “snug as the ship’s cabin he had
stayed in on the Atlantic crossing”; he

.
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wonders at the children in Ihe neigh:
bourbood and al their incomprehensible
hostility C’He thought that they might
be like the old man who did not always
hear v:hat ~vassaidwhen the old woman
spoketo him”); he wondersaI the angry
faces of adults who call him, in words he
does not understand,
“prospective
delinquent”:
he wonders
at rhe
discovery of the English language,
taughhr Lo him by a Scottish gentleman,
Mr. David, who can recite Tennyson
and Lear by heart, and who is building
his own coffin, measuring
himself
against it and treating Ihe boards “with
rhe same sort of familiarity with which
he handled his jacket and hat”; he
wonders at the unfulfilled miracles of
Ihe Virgin Mary’s statue in Ihe garden,
the statue “that had taken Ihe place of
his dead mother in his affections.” J.J.
has only ooe wisbz “To be gloriously
happy.”
But it is difficult to be “gloriously
even in Canada. As Alex
happy.”
remembers it, J.J. fades from ecstasy to
secrecy, dewloping “a passion for the
very things that were forbidden,” trying
Io achieve a sense of freedom in breakmg rules. J.J. feels trapped. In the
mornings he burmlvs “deeper and
deeper beneath the covers of his bed
until his feet touched the very end of the

FanIIullGs
Pk I-Me Eadatth2

bedsteed and he could burrow no
deeper. The touch of the iron of the
bedstead against this&s of his feet felt
like the iron bars of a cage to him and
served to remind him even before he was
awake of just how circumscribed his
existence had become.”
Alex’s memory switches from J.J. to
Paszlerowvski Sr.. J.J.‘s father. A
hoodlum called Kovak is murdered;
Paszlerowski, who had driven Kovak
back 1o his hotel after a game of cards, is
accused of the murder. There is talk of
Pasalerowvski’s criminal past, and in
cow his defence is shaky: “The jury
convicted him. The judge sentenced him
to life imprisonment. Murders between
thieves were not hanging offences in his
judgemenr.”
The affair remains a myWry in Alex’s
mind, a mystery that demands Ihe
unwinding of the story backwards. In
the end. past and preseni meet. Alex has
become a priest; J.J. has settled in
England; they talk, exhausting their
“common
store of memories.”
And
then the character of J.J.‘s father
emerges,
_ strange
and
clear.
“Pasalerowski was a thief Lo the core.
His name and his na~ionaliiy and even
the religion in which he died were not his
own. All had been stolen fmm a kindly
corpse by the banks of the River Bug.”

nnlrfEwAlruRlE
WqrdsforElephant Man

Cmmds
edited by Janice
Cross-Stein & David B. Dewitt
An authoritative collection of
essaysby renowned scholars
$12.95 paper 525.00 cloth
P&nrS: The Protracted Crisis
by Adam Bromke
A collection of essays by Canada’s
foremost expert on Polish affairs
$12.95 paper 525.00 cloth
je&+a-Ubrainian
ItelaPlons:
Um Ealitudcs by Peter 1.
Potichnyj & Howard Aster
An explosive intellectual problem
explored for the first lime1 $5.95
PaPer
.QRT

by Kenneth Sherman
etchings by George Raab
56.95 paper $12.95 cloth
Precautions Against Death
.
by Maria Jacobs
56.95 paper
$12.95 clorh
blonea in Water
by David Solway
$6.95 paper
A Heart of Namer
by Robert Billings
’
$6.95 paper
The Bones of Cuttlefish
. by Eugenio Mont&
translated by,Antonino Mazza
56.95 paper
$12.95 cloth
The Gucci Bag by Irving Layton
Limited edition $22.50
Shadow
on the Ground
by Irving Layton
Limited Portfolio edition $25.00

On Prair;e of Tree5
by Naoko Matsubara
Ma6nificem woodcuts accompanied
by poetry from amund the world
$t4.95 paper
Om.zgeaof Vulnerability: ?be Art
Tree Of Life
by Dr. George Korey
of George ~allaee by Greg Peters
$6.95 paper $15.95 cloth
A haunting book of images and text
$14.95 paper
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He e.scapSs fmm Stalin’s Ukraine Lo
Cracow, meeting other runaways on his
flight westward. “Being stronger and
fiercer. he stole for them and diivered
that his thefts brought him the most eatraordinary return -love.
And this was
his undoing.”
Love brings him a wife and a child.
When his wife dies he makeshis way to
the Nnv World and allows Alex’s
mother to make an honest man our of
him. But “the more honest he was, the
less love seemed to come his ~vay.”
Fmally he seeks love in his adopted
religion, bringing Lo Christ, Ihe only gift,
he has: strict adherence to the Gospel.
But “a man who lives by Ihe Gospel in
the middle of a prison is a marked man.
A man who lives by Truth is very like a
stool-pigeon to liars.” When en escape
in his cell block fails, his fellow inmates
kill him.
The story of the child and the story of
the thief make up a coherem vision of
the world. The magnificent quotation at
the beginning of the book (fmm Lhe
works of Dov Baer. the Mazid of
Mezerhch) is worth transcribingin full:
In the service of God. one can learn
three things from 4 child and seven from
a thief. From a child you can learn: 1.
always to be happy; 2. nevu to be idle:
3. m cry for everythingonewads. From
a fhid you should learn: I. 10 work at
night: 2, if one cannot gain what 9nc
wants in one night to try again the next
night; 3, to love one’s co-workers just as
thii
love one awxbm; 4, to be willing
to risk one’s life for a IiUle thing; 5. not
to attach foe much value to things even
though one has risked one’s life for
them -just as a thief will resell a stolen
article for a frsctiod of its real value; 6.
m withstand all kinds of beatings and
torlura but to remain what you arc;
and 7, 1o believe that your work is
worthwhile and not bs willing Lochange
,it.
The Educadon 2.J.J. Pas brings to
mind that other quest for the past,
Flauben’s L’EdwaIion sendmentale. Of
cowse, Rwlhof is not Flaubert - and
yet, as in Flaoberl’s novel, the writing
recapturesthe sensesof the years gone
by, rebuilding with words e world of
smellsand sightsand sounds.J.J. Passis
a younger timther of F&l&is MOMII.
Some of Riielhof’s wiling
needs
pruning, some of hi plor needs tighlening up, but as a first novel (he has
previously published a novella) ‘The
Educationof J.J. Pas is a remerkable
achievement.A lesserwriter might tom
his own experienceinto the equiv&nt of
family films on a rainy afternoon. producedstrictly for psrscmalconsumpGon.
Rigelhof instead haE taken his eaperieoce apan and rebuilt it into a fi+
tion true to life. both movingand revealing. By imagining these memories, he
lias made our own wiser and richer. .I3
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8omxllcn. by Philippe van Bjndt,
Lester B Orpen Denny% 416 psge~,
$10.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919630 16 2).
I MUSTBE losing my grip. According to
no less an authority than Publishers
Kdiy,
Philippe van Rjndt’s Samari6m
is e “thriller of the first rank,” written
“in e brisk, clean narrative style
thrt is impossible to resist.” And e
rcvicwer in the New York Times is
quoted by the publishers es saying that
“Smnrrriran presages history”; I don’t
l;nov: what that mcens, but it does sound
like an impressive sort of thing to do.
It must. then, be my own incompctenec that makes me And the style
plodding: the plot over-elaborate, arbitrary. end unconvincing: and the
characters lifeless puppets who might
have been created - if that’s the word
- by Richard Rohmcr.
A Polish cerdinal who bccomcs Pope
(it scans that van Rjndt thought of this
some months before the College of Cardinals did, which is ccrtalnly to his
credit) and a dying Soviet chairmen
provide timely themes - e little too
timely for the author’s comfort. He
visibly sriggla rbout in hi effort to
xcommodrte his fiction to existing

fects. He has to set his story in the
future, but how far in the future? Bxpcriences of some of the characters in
Auschwitz erc explicitly said to have
occurred 40 years ego. wvldchplaces the
story in l9S5 at the latest. Yet John Paul
II’s succcrsor (an Italian, by the wvey)is
coming to the end of what seems to have

. ._.______?_
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been a reign of reasonable length. ’
The mystery that stats the ection off
and is supposed to keep us in suspenje
thmugh most of the book ls so uninteresting that the author himself seems
to forget about it for long strctchcs; en
old, old woman (she’s all of 63) rcvcals
with her dying breath to the priest who is
Cardinal Stanislawski’s closest friend
that when Steni&wvskiwes a IO-year-old
boy in Auschwitz she changed his serial
number. end hence his identity, to save
his life; who is he rally, then7 Whet
makes the mystery quite absurd is that.
Stanlslarvskl is said to know nothing
about this. When W.S. Oilbert dcvlsed e
plot idea rather like this for H.M.S.’
Pinqfoe he mcenl it to be absurd; but et
least he made the change of identity hap
pen to infants, not to IO-year-olds who
might be expected to remember their reel
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New from
3 Borealis
Press
9 Asbbem Drive, Ottawa K2K6N4
BetweenSeesas, Anne Cohkett. A
singolarcollcction of poems, well
summed up by Al Perdy’s “excellent”, George Woodcoclt’s
“uxnpellii” and Maigarct Avison’s
‘wrmlts of real pow.” 50 pp., pa.

The VaelshingPmspccter. Olive
Petersen. Like e novel but an
suthemicototyof twoastonishing
lives of courage, lidclity. and advcnwe. as v&IIes a documentary of
the ebb-tide of the individual
independent prospector in the
Canadian mining scene. 102pp..
pa. $10.95.
Strike at Elderado, Carl Hortie.
Love story and bitter unionmanagement confmntation in e
gold mine in northern Ontario. *
I56 pp.. pa. $14.95.
Threat through Tibet. Elgin Duke. A
British special services patrol egeiost
liii oddo in the Himalayas. I50 pp..

nantcs.

This is sheer ineptitude; but so is the
rest of the stow. We have that stock
plot-dcvia, the- only surgeon in the
world who can perform a particular
operation. being sent to Moszow by the
prcsldcnt of the United States to save the
Soviet chairman’s life - as any president of the United States naturally
would. While them he also savcathe Life
of Stenislewski - who, having escaped
Soviet assassins in Warsaw, is naturally
in hiding in Moscow - where else? And
who organized hi rescue? Well, of
course: the beautiful Anna Let&r, en
Lwecli undercover agent who runs e
prosperous international chain of art
galleries in her spare time.
Any reader ‘who swallows this
nonsense will probably take it quite
calmly
when
American
the
neurosurgeon becomes the Polish
Pope’s personal physician. Such a
reader won’t turn e heir, either, when
the ncumsurgeon-turned-physician goes
to stay et Cartel Gandolfo, the papal
summer residcncc, and Anne Letclier
turns up thcrc in order to sherc his bed.
(i-/m wouldn’t have happened when
John Paul II ws alive.)
There erc many Dther absurdities, not
Leastthe grand climax, which might have
ban a little less preposterous if the story
had moved swiftly; but it’s padded out
with long, laborious. unncccssary
dcsaiptions of surgical procedures, the
papal electoral process, how to get from
one place to another in Vatican City this last I advise prospeetivc tourists to
treat with caution: when ven Rjndt gives
a similarly labowed description of
London geography he has Sloane Street
running off Berkeley Square. I haven’t
seen London for over IO years, but I
doubt if Chclsce ten have shifted into
Mayfair.
Van Rjndt’s The Telnmachus Cokrim end Blueprinr also suffer from
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Where the Heart Is, Nell Hanna.
Immigrants from Russia in early

Alberta; e storyof love and cornpassion. 122pp., pa., $8.95.
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stilted prose and wooden characters, but
they are based on genuinely interesting
ideas and can be recommended for that
reason. 1 find no reason to recommend
Samari~en. Don’t, anyway, read it

before reading Blueprinl.

A

minor

character in Sanrarion is Akksandr
Roy, who is the main character of
Blueprint. In introducing him, van
Rjndt overexplains his history - as he

overexplains nearly everything in this
book - and with incredible ineptitude
gives away

the

surprise ending

of

Blueprtll.
Still. If Publishers Weekly says
SIlmrrrmn is a thriller of the first rank, I
must be misting something important.
Will somebody please tell me what?0
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Sorrow attends their folly as it attends
all human folly. The effect on Bonnie’s
carhops, factory workers, and truck
drivers - the shock of recognition that
they have somehow foolishly misread
their situation after all and now must
pay for it - ls powerful, even shattering
to some of them. Therein Liesthe appeal
of these stories: they deal with fallible
human beings, with us, who in our own
Rrivate ways an sometimes as vain,
Having
from Do&, New
Hampshire, one friend strands another
late at nieht in a Montreal bar in the
story “Sign Language”: “I felt like 1
could tear Gene wart with one hand tied
behind my back-1 knew the Plymouth
was on empty and that I was holding all
the cash we had between us.” All the
time believing that his plans were taking
&ape. he leaves when be finds he can’t
win back his old girlfriend, who avid
lndeed marry Gene as planned. In
“Gone With Wind. Be Back Soon” the
wheel&all-bound Link, because of his
pride and the opprobrium of others. too
iate realizes hii affection for Jonas,
whom no one else “in the building
liked.” And tbe young Jeffrey, who has
“notbb@ better to do but play basketball,” learns something from his friend

Moses about w”nmitmeats - if only to
the .familii on a milk delivery route in “Fifty Minutes.”
In “Selling
Displaced Persoas, by Fred Bonnie.
Delphinium, ” “The Winning Wheel,”
Oberon Press, 133 pages, $19.95 cloth
and other stories, characters are changed
IISBN 0 SE750465 51 and $9.95 .DBD~~
by an incident which shows up their
.
~ISBN 0 85750466 31;
pride or foolllness. These are fine
People Libe Us la a Place Like This,
stories all..
by Philip Kreiner. Oberon Press. 133
One that doesn’t work so well. “Nick
pages. 819.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750 467 I)
tbe Rusrian,” fails to rise above the level
and 59.95paper (ISBN 0 88750 469 8).
of ‘clicb& that Bonnie so successfully
transcends elsewhere.
t L”~EFred Bonnie’s stories - all but
Because hi characters are so terribly
one. anyway. Because be has drawn so
human, they misjudge their cireunicarefully and faithfully from real life (or
stanca. They trust immediate, empirical
what to many of us passes for real life),
evidence at the expense of what occurs
his human comedy D*placed Personv is
outside range of sight or hearing, and
at once humorous and pathetic in the
eventually sufIer for it. “I guess the
true sense of that word. The stories
main reason I was laughing was because
evoke tenderness, pity, and more than a
of myself,” one of his displaced charfew laughs in the way tbar the American
acters admits, “because I had read the
witer Raymond Carver’s do. In fact, I
whole situation completely wrong” WP reminded of Carver more than once.
something that happens often here. FallIn the hands of a les.-skilled writer than.
ing into knowledge. Bonnie’s characters
Bonnie such stories would remain
beeome sadder, if wiser. As observes of
clich&s,for he, like Carver, draws from
their very human condition, so do we.
the ordinary life of suburbs and small
No Iess impressive are the four storier
towns - mostly in Maine and New
in Philip Kreiner’s P&pie Like Us in a
Hampshire. Where bis characters live,
PIme Like This. Whereas Bonnie’s
however, is not so important as how
occur in the settled areas of existence
they liw. Sure to get “a good eat,” they
(and the psyche), where one’s mistakes
reserve Thursdays for W-You-Can-Eat
are less Likely to be fatal (or psycboloNight at Brigbt’s. Other eveniw they
gically crlpplll,
Kreiner’s happen on
bowl or drink beer, attend “church
frightening, inhospltablq gmund “halfbesnos: or torment Cramps, Old Man
wav UDtbe James Bav mast” or alone
Crandall. the owner of The Winning
Hid&n Bay. Not oily are the lsnd:
Wheel drive-in.
scapes forbidding! but also the people -

those indigenous to the North as much
as the teachers. anthropologists, furtraders, and missionarier;, who in some
cases seek these places as they would
Tikal or Timbuktoo, Kreiaer says,
simply out of the need for extremes.
“I’m lured by the thought that somewhere there is ~II end of the line that is
the ultimate end of tbe line,” declares
the protagonist of the title story. aa unnerving trip back into a “bean of
darkness” made even darker by the
‘educated mind’s inability to grasp or

fathom landscape or culture. Few, if
any, answers are straightforward in
Kreiner’s universe. What knowledge his
characters acquire comes only after a
frustrating, often dangerous, series of
attempts at knowing, for “this is a story
of extremes.” Even white inhabitants of
Little Whale River are guarded,
cunning. “Arthur Shelton intrig”es
me,” says the anthropologist. “He
makes me think he is interested in my beiag interested in him by his seeming not
to be interested at all. He’s smart. He
knows me very well.”
Shelton is the Kurtz in this Heart d
Llarkness a teacher who eschews the

amenities of life in the south In order to
confront his sef~more squarely here.. In
the end, botb he and the anthropologist
perhaps learn more than they bad.bargained for about life in the North.
So do others in these stories - Indian
and white. It is safe to say that Kreiier
knows something about tl?e ‘darker
reaches of the soul. 0
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By JOHN GODDARD

Eagle Song. by Jama

Houston,

McClelland & Stnvart,
362 pages,
919.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 4258 2).
lwBR6 *x2 685 exclamation marks in
Eagle Song. James Houston’s latest

novel. That’s a lot of excitement in orie

book. Or, rather, tbat’s a lot of
exclamation marks.
Tbe story begins in.1803 when the
New England ship Boston sails into
Nootka Sound, on the west coast of
Vancouver Island, to trade manufac-

I_._._._

turcd goods for sea-otter pelts. Captain
John Salter inadvertently insults Chief
hIa.quinr of the Eagle tribe and prcr
volxs a massacre during which the
Indians cut off their Gctims’ heads and
line them in P rev: on deck. The only two
survivors ore Jbhn Jewitt. a blacksmith,
and John Thompson, a sail maker both valuable assets to the chief, who
malxs them his slaves until Jewvitt
cnineers their rescue more than two
year5
later.
It is a tree story. Shim lees of the dav
tell of the ai~~and~impe~uous
Chiif
hlaquina,
md Jnvitt kept a diary,
publishing it in both a short and a long
version after he finally got back to New
England. Pierre Berton made good use
of the hirtorical material in his nonfiction narrative, “The Slavery of John
Jev.ilt,” which appears in his 1978
book, The Wild Fmntier. But Houston
fritters the material away. changing
same facts to no advantage and leaving
o”t some of the best parts.
In Houston’s version, a group of
insolent young Indians take it upon
d~emsclves to massacre the sailors
apaiost hlaquina’s wishes. They have the
lx-it support of the patriarch Matla, but
aner paga of intrigue and ominous
foreshadowing.
the challenge
to
Maquina’s authority dissipates. The
book’s first-person narrator, an old Indian named Siam. shifts his attention to
another potential problem: he wonders
v;hethw his so” b beiy too muclj
attracled IO the other ways of the white
mm. But this theme too eventually
peters out.
The most annoying aspect of the book
is Siam himxlf - perhaps the most
insipid charorter ever to enter Canadian
litunture. Siam is Maquina’s brother-inIaw and an elder of the tribe. But he has
no personal following, makes no key
decisions,
and carries almost
no
influence. He is a prosaic, unanalytical
story-teller with a limited vocabulary
and immature turn of phrase. His emolions routinely soar:
Her uxclh pkamed while when she
v&d
;;,y;

01 Xlaquina. Yes. I could tell he
her! But did he show that? No,

I

Oic;lsionally he gets truly \vorked up:
Six smik+ at mc and made a secret ’
gcwrc with her body Ihat made my
hwfl go turn-turn-lilty-turn-turn.

Once. in the middle of a massacre, he

nwly

loses control altogether:

hfs hcan wnt lum~itly-lum-lilly-rum
a:; 1 drove my knee op hard into his
proin. HC fell down screaming. rolling
CVI the deck. If I had not known his
mnrhcr wll and liked her. if my friend
tAula had not bxn his uncle, I believe I
might hntc taken up that bloody ax and

I:illcdhim. Thhalyoung idiot daerved it.

The book might have been worth
reading for what it says about the
festivals,
attitudes,
houses,
eating
habits, and religious beliefs of the WestCoast Indians at the beginning of the
last century. But Houston lacks the
talent to convey the sights, sounds. and
smells of the period, and after seeing
how he has manipulated the story line.
one tends not to trust the anthmpologlcal material either.
Eagle Song is Houston’s 19th book
and fourth novel after The WhireLkwn,
Ghost Fax, and Spirit Wresder. He is
famous for adapting lnuit art to the art
markets of the world. With Eagle Song,
he is in no danger of having his career as
an art entrepreneur
upstaged by his
cmeer as a novel& Cl
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My Csreer with the L.eafs and Other
Slorles, by Brian Fawcett, Talonbooks,
190 pages, $7.95 paper (ISBN 0 88922
199 5).
Same Truck, Dlfferent Wver, by Mel
Dagg, Westlands.
129 pages, 56.95
paper (ISBN 0 91967104 7).

IN THE F,R?.Tparagraph of the first story
in Brian Fawcett’s A@ Gwwr with Ihe
Lerlfs & Other Storie% I& four-year-old
narrator makes an observation that
could stand as the lihpin
for both of
these ,coIlections. “The first thing I
noticed about life,” he says, “was that
it’s a battle and that I was at a serious
disadvantage.”
The alternately sad and f-&y, but
always perceptive, anecdotes that follow
are Fawcett’s attempt lo detail the childhood and adolescence of a boy horn in
the 1940s and disillusioned in the ’50s.
He concludes that the world is a playground too large lo be contemplated in
its entirety, yet small enoughto be conquered . . . if the conqueror is both
clew and thoughtful. This is not a new
message, but Fawcett manages to hxject
something of a new tlavour into the pmeas of growing up. He wants us, as
readers, to say, “Yes! 1 know about
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Nom Available in Qualify Papmbackl
BUT NOT IN CANADA
Home Truths For Canadiis
w&2r stewart
From the author of the bestselling
TOWERS OF GOLD, FEET OF CLAY!
In this explosive boot Stewart takes e
provocative look et Canada’s history
and effectively devastates our myths
about ourselves, one by one, in chapters
on riots, racism, political corruption and
imperialism abroad.
Op.95 paperback

LOUISBOURG PORTRAITS
Life in en Eighteenth-Century
Garrison Town
Christopher Moore
The book that drew superlatives from
book reviewers and historians~alike!
“. . a tour de force, an extnoniinary
recreation of a society, made possible
by the happy conjunction of e gifted
historian with extensive records.” Ahdic

.
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MAN DESCENDING
Selected Stories
Guy Venderhaeghe
Thii landmark collection contains
hvelve superbly crafted stories about
men at various stages of life. “An impressive debut.. . MAN DESCENDING
launches a writer whose ascent is likely
to be well worth tracking.= - Mnrlran~
$5.95 paperback

THE MACMILLAN BOOK OF
CANADIAN PLACE NAMES
Revised Editton
William B. Hamilton
An outstanding Canadian reference
book that is also quite entertaining. The
histories of over 2500 Canadian place
names provide fascinating insights into
the issues, attitudes and penonalities
that have shaped our nation. “Hamilton
explores all these place names with an
infectious zest.. .” _ VannmmrSun
a.95
paperback

THE BARCLAY FAMILY THEATBE
Jack Hod&s
Hodgins’ most recent and widely
acclaimed book of linked short stories
Mlows the travels of the seven
Fabulous Bar&y Sisters and the
bemused men in their lives. “. . superb *-.>f
tlieatre . . . at times, vau&villian, with !.
*:-<z;:.;
the satiric sense of fun and piercing
insinhts into West Coast life that won
&f&insl the 1979 Governor-General’s
fiction award.. . ” - Otfmn Cifizm
$5.95 paperback
Also available from Laurentian Library:
SPIT DELANEY’S ISLAND
Selected Stodes
$595 paperback

SUPERIOR
The HeuntedShore
Bruce Lttteljohn and Waylend D&v
This sought-after collector’s item is now
available in paperback! 100 full colour
breathtaking photographs capture the
splendour of the north shore of
Superior with its dramatic contrasts.
The accompanying text ls a moving plea
for the integrity of the wilderness.
539.95 paperback
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THIS WAR IS CLOSED
UNTIL SPRING
and
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Charles Dennis
The first hvo novels in the Bmken
Sabre Quartet are classic wartime satire
. .
rdy and screamingly

;
.w..,.

$5
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PREVIEWS AND PREMISES
Alvin Tcdfler
In a highly personal as well as theoretical
presentation,theauthorofthebestseUing
THE THIRD WAVE and FUTURE
SHOCK goes beyond those two works
to discuss his striking, unconventiond
views on many of today’s most crucial
issues.
517.95 cloth
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i. Amnmn
written exp& at once
!a??’ hilarious and sober, of how celebritia
~“‘~“:;.;:~,~i-_ launch -and buoy up - their public
. .: &:I:::..
’iver. HYPE’s add dissolves the inflated
careers and rent&ions of such media
; Y&-i
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Jacqueline Onassis, Barbara Walters and
Andy Warhol.
52I.95 cloth

m
WORLD IS MADE OF GLASS
Morris West
A stunning new work from the world
wide bestselling author of THE SHOES
OF THE FISHERMAN and THE
CLOWNS OF GOD. Inspihd by a case
history in Carl Jung’s autobiography,
the novel addresses some of the most
,:. ; . .
puzzling paradoxes of human nature :. ..‘i j ; . .
1:. . . . :.s..: . the nature of evil, the logic of guilt. Its
.. ..
. rich characterizations, high drama and
.
:* *
. -.
. vivid language mark it as the work of a
.
* ’ . master novelist.
. .
.
. . . _. ._
522.95 cloth
_. .
. . .
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that, it happenedto me. I felt this, saw
that, went there. . . .I’
This book ls no ordbuxy cataloguing
of maturational crises. Friendship,
enemies, girls, fantasies, sports drinking, tights, young love (wondrous in its
stiffness and hesitancy), learning to
drive, even the reality of death are examined; nothing is omitted. Although there
is an urgency expressed in the need to

is proud to announce
as part of our
expanding trade
programme, effective
My 1, 1983, we will be
exclusive distributors

experienceand grow. there is also a concomitant peacefulness, a calculated
seriousnessto the best or the stories.An
uneasy confusion informs all or them,
but behind it lurks the belief that there is
a purpose to everythlng no matter how
remote it may appear to be. no matter
how many questionsam asked and left
unanswered, or how many disturbing
inconsistenciesare discovered.
Two-line homilies dot the narrative
and serve as the life rungs upon which
the narrator climbs from the ignorahce
of childhood to the precipice of
manhood. Of twins he observes,“they
fould surmund me in a variety of
malevolent ways.” Of history and his
place in determining the future: “They

wanted to change thiw, to be “ore
ugly and stupid, and we wanted to stop
them.” And finally, contemplating
reality, he concludes, “6verybody was
making up their reality as they went
along, and all reality could be was the

for
VICTOR GOLLANCZ
LTD
When you think trade
titles-think AP
Canada.

Academic Press Canada

collection of those t%tions.”
There is much to commend in this,

Faweett’stirst prosecollection, and little
to condemn, alt!mugh one cannc.thelp
but believe he occasionallywrites what
Canadians long to hear - what is tidy
and “nice.” But those moments are
hardly enough to damage the total
efret.
Mel Dagg’s book of stories, Sante
tick,

Deferent
Driver, is

The title story, for instance, relates.a
young man’s grief at the death of hi
father, a death that compels him to
abandon his home and everything
familiar. Another, “The Museum of
Man,” is a brilliant evocation of how
one culture ls enveloped and exploited
by another, or the beauty of the past
undulating through the horror of the
present. As an atithropologlst, Smitty.
presseohis case for enshrining an old
Indian woman’s quill-weaving in
Ottawa, the passingof the gift of quillweaving fmin a grandmother to her
granddaughtexis chmnicled as a distant
but powerfU
memory.
When the woman
protests, “You have no tight to ask for
this small thing, this little that remains,”
she is ignored. The superfEial present
pmvails. Smitty gets what he wants by
refusing to listen, almost by theft. In this
and other similar encounters, Dagg
demands to know what right anyone has
to scavenge among the hopes and
dreams of another. The answer is no less
than by the right of power; the realization of thii is a crashing blow to both the
. author and the characters he evokes.

These loosely connected stories
counterpoint reality and myth in prose
that comes marvelously claw to the
poetic both in imagery and style. In the
tinal story. “Ways of Going.” the narrator. Danny Stone, and an old Swedish
fishemma represent the past and the
future. .With little in commcm beyond

their deslre’to be free from ccmstraint,
they areemblematic of otherswho have
been ravagedfor shaGngthe sameideal.
As they talk, they becomeone with an
eagle that floats above their heads

both “ore

and less satisfying than Fawcett’s more, because the author strives to
acldeve a sense of the philosophic
futility of the individual set against an
unrelenting, unsympathetic, hostile
society; less, becausecomplete succas
eludeshim. WhereasFawett very clearly recognlz.esthe dimensions(and hence
the limitations) of hi subject. Dagg
demonstrates a complex and wide
ranging ambitiousness.Such courageis
to be admired in a seriouswriter, but if
control is sacriti&d to this daring it can
become a liability even in a wellconceived,well-written effort.
The nine stories are slow-paced and
haunting when they work, fractious
when they do not. Most are founded on
the author’s need to explain, perhaps

even to justify, the anxietyand hurt that
exist at the end of things: the end of a
life, a race’s fuht for survival, a summer, a love affair, even at the end of
hope.

“riding the wind, resplendent . . . in
freedom, playing with it.” Which is all,
Dagg suggests, we can hope to do.
I look forward to the next book by

this man. Same ticks

Di//crrnf Driver,

although uneven. represents a eonsiderable accomplishment, and I would think
the future promisesmore of the ssme. 0
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A new study documents the<pectacular
growth of Canada’s cultuie business, but also
reveals how little has been achieved

By SUSAN CREAN

Conadnb Cullural Indastrles, by Paul
Audley, James Lorimer. 346 pages.
519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88862 458 1) and
512.95 paper (ISBN 0 88862 459 X).
HARD ON THE “EELS of the
Applebaum-Hebert Committee’s report
comes Pout Audky’s book, Gmada’s
Culrurul Induslries, the detinitive,
descriptive analysis of the economies of
publishing, film-making, sound recording, and broadcasting in this country.
The news isn’t good - which, of course,
is no news at all. A decade of extraordinary effort, even with the encowagement of govemments, has malqed
to secure little more than a toehold for
Canadian culture in the mass marketplace. The percentages vary. but the
story doesn’t: it’s easier, cheaper, and
therefore more profitable to import
creative material from outside the coontry than it is to produce original
Canadian-authored books or television
programs or records. That remains the
basic, unaltered fact of life for Canadian
artists and producers.
Audley’s study. done for the Canadien Institute for Economic Policy, is
tile rir comprehensive
survey of the
cultural industries as a group. Although
highly technical and loaded with tables,
it is to the publisher’s and the author’s
credit that the book is directed to the
general reader. Divided into sections on
print, sound, and moving images, there
are chapters on book and magazine publisblng. film, televlslon, and radio in
addition to newspaper publishing and
sound recordii - two areas that have
routinely been ignored in policy diicussions.
The second great favour Au&y does
for “3 is to predigesl a mouatain of
facts and figures from government and
industry research reports and Statistics
Canada’s computers. laying the information out in direct if unembellished
English. The sire of tha mountain ls a
notewrthy phenomenon in itself when
one considers that the cultoral industries
were barely recognized 10 years ago. It is

said thsf early in his reign Prime
Minister Trudeau casually asked his
advisers how much real estate was in the
possession of cultural institutions in
Canada. Not only could no one at the
Domiqion Bureau of Statistics hazard a
g”BS, no one could even con~eup with a
list of cultural organizations then active
in the country.
Canada’s Cuhual’ Indupries at the
very least is a testament to the distance
we’ve travelled since then, and to Ihe
spectacular growth of the pant-creative
professions’ - all the administrators,
policy analysts, statisticlaw lawyers,
the field and have generated all this

data. As a result. what could only be
pieced together fmm a helter-skelter
collection of facts six or eight years ago
now can be fully docomenled, which is
what Ccmada’sCulIwal Industries does
in drawing its portrait of how those
Industries are structured and where the
monies flow.
The first remarkable discovery is that
the culture business, even in these rough
economic times, is an extremely lucrative
one, if only for a small and, ihanks to
corporate qargers and takeovers, shrinking band of fat cats operating on an
international scale. These multinationals
are positively obese when compared to
the more numerous and undernourished
dlan) prod&s who ioil in the lower
income ranges to produce most of
what’s come to be called Canadian content. American CUltUr$being the Staple
of the mass media, Canadian culture
gets in only by dint of special arrangement. Yet it isn’t for a lack of demand
for records, books, and movies on the
part of the Canadian public that Canadian culture is so marginalhed. It is for
want of access to the foreign-dominated
distribution systems - a situation that
apparently remains unaffected by a
decade of govanmaot conselousaes~
raising from the cultural community.
The “ext. even more remarkable
discovery eoncems the extent to which

.

public policy and public funds have
aided the expansion of private mterprlse. even when if’s foreign-controlled
and deals chiefly in foreign imports. It is
interesting. for example! that fedual
assijstance to the Canadmn newspaper
industry is worth about 8100 million
annually in tax exemptions and postal
rate subsidies; that Time magazinesaves
itself a cool 57.7 million by printing and
mailingin Canada; and that the duty
charged on master tapes aossing the
border is assessed on their value as blank
tapes rather than on the basis of the
$ZO&nillion record sales they generate.
It’s a great shame thar the
Applebaum-H&bert Committee didn’t
get Aodley to write its chapter on the
political economy of culture, for clearly
there is money in the system.going to
people who don’t need it; in fact, going
. to those who are the main architects of
the problem the government says ii is
coflmltted to solving. Audley shows us
where half to threeQuarters of a billion
dollars is being misspent and how it
could be liberated for the benefit of
Canadian culture.
Although tinada’s Cuhral Indw
1ri.z~does not deal with the ans, and
though it rends to show up the weaknester in the Applebert report, the two
documents are companion pieces.
Audky fills in several of the important
blanks in the Applebert report; most
particolarly the blaoks relating to the
public’s large supporting role for private
enterprise, and Ihe cultural implllGons
of high levels of concentration and
foreign ownership.
Most important. Audky demonstrates
what can be done. It is possible, he
shows, to take the crltidsm of policy and practice beyond the lamenting stage and
to come up with a strategy for turning
the situation around. With his grasp of
the mechanics of oar calrural industries
and the intricacies of govemment.
Audley is able to mastermind a cohereal
fulrural polii that combines a strategy
to strengthen those cultural industries as industries and as forms of eqllural
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and in this he succeeds
where cultural bureaucrats in Ottawa
and the Applebaum-H6bert Committees
failed. Instead of rehashing Applebert,
the current Commons Committee (on
culture and communications)
and

Senator Jack Austin’s cabinet submmmittee should be reading this. 0

appeared). &td they smack of pastiche.
Wh& dealing with work or co-workers,
Hunter seems more concerned with his
own poethood than with the individuals
and events at hand. His debt to
Kroctsch, however, is more stylistic and
thematic than the particulars of a subject. The ellipticaland fragmented treatment of place and family history (as in

“The’l?mekeepingGhosts,” andothers)
fall ta rise to the “benchmarks” that are
clearly Kroctsch’s.
Only when Hunter abandons imltadon dues he write the whole and original
and workmanlike poems of which he is
capable. These are numerous, if a little
overshadowed by the othefs. “But the
Wind” captures the sudden delight of
the arrival of the Chinook to the
foothills, which pmvocatively “bares
the brown shoulders of the hills.” The

REVIEW

“A real sleeper, a veritable
find, a novel to thoroughly
delight and am~.e the most

jaded of readers
lickerish witty and’ iu:’ 6:
panache’. . .” - Publishers
M’ee!:iy
$14.85

poe”~ evokes the legendary madness
associated with the Chinook (so often

By JOHN iVkDERiWD

Benchmark.

by

Bruce

expressed in a rise in suicide rates) in
terms quite as warm and reflzshing as
the wind itself. The two srudents in the
poem abandon school at noon, carried
on the erotic wind which “shook lome
our ‘clothes/sent us spinnjng like twin
spells/tremulous through the house..”
At his bat, and left wholly to his own
d&ices, Hunter is a clear, lively and
compelling Mice. Only when he writep
other poeple’s poems do we tend to look
away in dsf,%vu.
Another first colleclion is Lewis
Home’s The Seventh Day. Horn&
attention to craft and detail is evident in
virtually every poem. Each possesses its
own rhythmic impetus, which contributts to a swift and economical cxecutlon. His strength, as well as his weak-

Hunter.

Press, 70 pages, $7.95
paper (ISBN 0 922006647 X).
The Seventh Day. by Lewis Home,

Thistledown

Thistledown Press:- 7i pages. S7.9i
paper (ISBN.0 920066 55 0).
The Overlanders, by PIorenceMcNeil,

Thistledown Press, 51 pages; S7.95
paper (ISBN 0 920066 3).
Just Off Main, by Gay Hyland,
‘Thistledown Pmss, 116 pages, 97.95
papw.(ISBN 0 920066 57 7).

new poems and various selections from D. G. Jones previous books of poetry will
be warmly
welcomed
by
those who have followed the
career of this award-winning
poet and critic.

.
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FOUR RECEN?PO~RY titles from Saskatoon’s Thistledown Press offer a considerable range of voices and styles, all in
ness, lies in a” 0ccasio”al predilccti””
beautifully and thoughtfully produced
toward constrictive verse forms. The
wlumcs. And whileThistledown may be
first of two sestinas in the cc&ction,
a Prairie press, by virtue or the accident
“Into the North,” sees Home tramof its location, its products defy narrow
melled: stopping and starting and
cafegorier by virtue of their scope.
awkward with the demands of the
’ Bruce Hunter’s first coUection .of ,. refrain words. The result is a poem that
poems is weakened only by an overconceals and convoluter more than it
dependence on fashion. Benchmark
trades heavily on recent trends in
western Canadian poetry: trends that
have been all but abandoned by their
initiators (who got it right the fmt time),
and which now border on cliche. Many
of the poems seem familiar. There
emerges a sense of having read many of
them elsewhere in cleaner and mom vital
incarnations.
The presences of Tom Wayman and
Robert Kroetsch loom largely in Benchmark.
Hunter’s numerous “work
poems” are competent, but fall short of
the celebration,
compassion, and
communicates. Happily, “Vision of an
genuine sense of community that distlnOlder Faith” succeeds absolutely where
guish Wayman’s work in this area.
the other poem fails. It suggests a SexiThese poems seem tailor-made for
hility and enchantmcnl in the apparently
Going for Cofee (in which several
restrictive struclure. Its movement is
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fluid and undulant. its subject more
perfectly mated to the form, and its
execution more sure. A pretty sestlaa is
lila a melody.
Common to all the poems. whether in
fret verse or in &ore traditional
mearurcr, is an unfaltering cleanness.
While the tone is calm. reflective, matumplativr, most poems exude aa
imprcsslve intellectual energy. Ordinary
scenes am examined with a cam and inti-nsity that leads them a crystalline density. “The Windowcleaning” is att
operation that leaves the sneaker “the
c&r/of
there rays, the blinking,
gmtcfid center. tu though the marks of
angds’lwbtgs ignite the lap bf air,/
grateful for small things cleanly drawn,/
exercising shape and line -/theirs
alone.” The SewnIh Day should establirh LeEis Home as a sure and fully
mature voice in Catiadian poetry.
The Overlanders is Florence McNeil’s
seventh book of poems, and while it is
ttot the lint of her narrative works, it is
perhaps her most conveational narrative
todate. In it, she aspumesthe persona of
a ~mnan who accompanies her husband
(IW the pralrles and mountains to the
Caribou Gold Rush. Unknown to her
husband and other members of the expedition, she ls pregnant v.%h her founh
child.
The Overlanderr is the episodic
account of the journey and of the
woman’s mounting fears for the unborn
child. as delays and the severity of the
Ire!<mount.
The sequence is well executed. It is
efliciently related and well paced, but
lacks, somehow, the energy and mmpression, the tautners’of McNeil’s earlier
wrk. It is arguable that the strong
narrative imperative, the necessity to
simply have cmt with the story, is in m
responsible for this. McNeU’s work to
date testifies to her capability in creating
aad deftly haadling complex, elegant
rhythms. Thus the “begbming. middle,
mtd end” of Tire Overhndersare not the
only mntmlling structures. Images
appear and recur, onen in much altemd,
yet recognizable. forms.

and while McNeil may be slightly ‘.,ff
form in The Overlanders, the narrative
gains an impressive cohesion from her
expert manipulation of echo aad
imaaerv.
Gary Hyland’s third collection of
poetry is no les4 unified than McNeil’s.
Just OflMain examines adolescence and
early adulthood, through the personae
of six boys in Moose Jaw in tlie late
1940s and early ’50s. Among Iiyland’s
accnmpllshmenU ls the avoidance of
tmmemu9 pitfalls that immediately pm

seat themselves to sdch an undertaking.
He avoids any romantic sentiment
toward youth, avoids the easy nostalgia
-for the period. and succeeds in differentiating his characters tint subtly, and
then more dramatically.
The language Hylaad .usa is varied
and lively. It is not strictly a function of
the characters whom it describes or to
whom it is attributed. Hylattd wisdy
refuses to limit himsdf to the dialect of
the group. but allows mom studied and
eloquent diction in order to mom strit
ingly modulate the whole. What emerges
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One such image is that of “the deafening symphony of the Red River carts/
that shriek hllh-pitched and agonizing/
50 the daJtime prairies echo like/a
slaughter house.” Later in the journey,
the party’s hunger s”mm.ans images of
the Ireland they left behind. The Red
River carts resound darkly as the woman
recalls how once “the death carts
shrlelxd/rithcmt ending/along the pebbly roads.” Later still, horses and oxen
must be slaughtered as the Party
prupnres to board rafts, aad “the sky
I:as colcwrd with shrieking/all atternoon.” Such correspondences are
numerous and compellingly functional,

-

is, a compassionate and many-faceted
portrait of the gmup and its milieu.
AS a counterpoint to the requisite
toughness of the youths are gliqses of
their tmderlylng vulnerability. “He’s
incompetent,” says Magoo glibly of
God: “Like if He’s so good/wlty’d thme
planes mllide/mtd rain down bodies/all
over the fair grounds.” The veaeerj of
youth cracks revealingly for each figure
at a number of points, and la these
nioments are the book’s tichness sad
scope realized.
The entire work drives inexorab~
toward the last of its four aectioions,
where the six men are separated from
youth and from each other, and whem
we see them trapped and betrayed by
their own dreams of the future. Age and
the deaths of friends leave the suwlvors
bitter and apart, looking to their youth
with mixed wonder and regret: “The
voices you hoped to hear/in phrases
from old scripts/have crawled iaside
your throat/and all the wonderful places
/am flooded with death.” In the closing
section, there is * pervasive sense of
entraPmeat, of time’s having nearly
closed upon me.” whose “golden days”
were too few, too well loved. and now.
too pale and distant to Provide solace or
even fond memories. 0
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IIQTERVIEW

‘If reviews become the reason for
writing,’ says novelist-playwright George Szanto,
‘then there’s good reason for stopping’
Ey DONALD MARTllV

SZANTO was horn in Northern
Ireland in 1940, and since 1974has lived
in hloriireal, &here he is director of
McGill University’s
comparative
literature program. A graduate of Harvard University, he was nalional chairman of Playwrights Canada in 1980-81,
and is a former executive director of San
Diego’s New Heritage Theatre., a company committed to the development of
wev: wrks. While there, he wrote two
plays, The New Black Crook and (with
Milton Savage) Chinchilla! He is also the
author of wo critical studies. Nanalive
C’onsciorwzess(1971) and Thwrre and
Pmpagundu (1975). both published by
the University of Texas Press, and a
number of short stories. Before moving
to Momreal, Szanto spear a year in
Wyoming. which became the setting for
his tint novel. Not U%rkihg (Macmillan). On a recent visit lo Toronto he
was interviewed by Donald Marlin:
GEORGE

Eoolx in Canada: You’ve wrilren a tot
for the stclge and radio, you’ve written
texts, and ttds is your /irsf novel. Wifh
xtdch medium do you feel most con&table?
Geor~c Snnto: It goes back and forth.

BIG: You don? use dewiptions muclr,
and II lot o_fyour words arejust “punched.” As II &ache& how do you feel
about writers straying Jurther and firther sway /mm the litermy /onn and
correct grammar?
,Szmto: For one thing. it’s part of contemporary natural speech - bits and
pieces. You have to be able to hear the
language of the material in front of you.
The narrative, in a sense. becomes verbal instead of written. The other thing,
of course, is that in the f9tb centwypeopie’s horizons were very narrow. People
lived in a certain sphere - they didn’t
have piclwes of what other parts of the
world looked like. Now we’ve got this
phenomenon caIled television, and you
can see what it looks like in South
Africa, on a street in Prague, in the hills
outside Moscow, what it looks like for
two armies to be fIItihtingin Nicaragua.
You can see ii. You don’t need it spelled
out anymore. Just two or three words

I” ”
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If I’m working on a fiction I become
fascinated by the dialogue. If I’m working on a dramatic project I wish I had
more conlrol over the may in which the
diilogue is going to be said.
EiC: Ymu booli has a very cinematk
/low to ir - it seems to Jade in and out
like a mm+. Is thm intenlional? As (I
wirer, we ~IJ’OU
affected by fdm fechniquer?

You alv~c3ystell * story for the
time and place you’re telling it. Since
mat stories people are exposed to these
da)% are visual ston’es, it’s virtually
impossible not to be affected by &viJ sion and film. That doesn’t mean you
5 ape it, but it does mean you have to
M understand your audiences. If you
E ignore that, if you try to do a George
2 Eliot-type narrative, chances aren’t
2 good that you’ll get a very bmad
I audience in 1983. Yes. 1 was aware of
2 Iwing to be visual. It’s different from
!3 making visuality dominant. I was trying
E to make the book - at least on that level
: - accessible.
Slam:
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George swluo
neate an inn& You cm

__I

play with the
image
you
know
already
exists
_. in the
. .
_
mma~ or your reaaers. rou can
manipulate a bit more than you could
100 years ago.
BlC: Wby D&e, Wyoming?
Szmto: I lived in Wyoming for a year. I
wanted to write a Wyoming story. I was
a house-husband - to that extent the
novel is sort of biographical. I did not
shoot a kid in a liquor store hold-up.
BIG: No1 Working b being ealled (I
“Cmmdian” novel. Do you consider
yourse~ to be (I Cawdian writer?
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Szanto: I live in Canada. I work with
Canadian writers. 1 believe in developing
materials fmm experience, and I’ve lived
hen for eight years. Five of those eight
years I’ve chaired Montreal’s Playwrights Workshop. I believe in play
development. When I lived in San Diego
I belii
in developing local writers
there. I chaired Playwrights Canada,
and that’s devoted to the development
of an indigenous Canadian theatre. I
believe in it very strongly.
BlC: Doyousee any d@j2rencabe:ween
American and Canadian plays and plap
wrtgtlts?
Smalo: A good play tums out to be a

good play - it’s as simple as that. This
does not mean that when Canadian
plays fail in the U.S. they aren’t good
plays. Usually Canadian plays faI1in the’
U.S. because of their subject matter.
Americans simply aren’t interested in
Canada terribly much. culturally.
Bit2 How would you compwe Canadian
theutre criticism
Americans?

lo

t/rat

of

the

Seanto: We’ve got a difierent situation
here. American culture is an established,
institutiQnaiiz.ed phenomenon - it’s
been going for ZOOyears. Canadian
culture, as differentiated from NorthAmerican culture, is relatively young.
Like any kind of young form, I think it
demands a kind of respect and proteetion that would be inappropriate for a
New York critic. The U.S. is an emreprenemial nation; a U.S. playwright is
an entrepreneur. The play either maker
it or it doesn’t. In Canada we’re a much
more mercantile nation. We’re merchandising stuff. and 1 think some kind of
protectionism has to come into existence. There has to be a pride, on the part
of the Canadian critics, that them is
material growing out of Canadian drcumstances. I find that necessary. And I
find it is rare. I’m delighted by good
criticism, although I don’t tgke it very
seriously, and I’m depressed by bad
criticism. although I still don’t take it
very seriously. If reviews become the
reason for writing,. then them’s good.
reason for stopplag.
BiC: You have worked with Q&c
playwrighfs II greal deal. What (IIC yaw
observations on the slate of lheatre in
Quebec?
Smnto: The maim thine that’s hatmen-

ingin Quebec &eatre is&e dying off of
outlets for production in English. It’s a
desperate situation. It’s oae of the
reasons why I shifted to writing tiction.
The Centaur Theatre is about it, now
that the Saidye Bronfman Ceatre is
dead. There’s no space for playwrights.
MaurieePodbreyat the CentaurThcatre’
does a fme job developIag Montreal
playwights, bul you can’t build a sw
ceeful season entirely out of Montreal
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that’s the only outlet - wow
bk.
E.lc: We’veespoken ofthe U.S.. Quebec,
md E@rk
Canada. Jf you had lo
define. in a smmce, fhat which you&d
is IIU.@ Canadian. what would you say?
Szmto: I don’t have any idea. I can tell

you rhat’s Montreal. what’s Quebecois,
v:hat’s Tomntonlan - but not Canadian. Mxmeal: precls,ion in a general
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sense end in language. From precision
comes a kind of elegance. You find that
in dress and architecture in Montreal.
You find it, certainly, in some of the
very good English-language writing
that’s coming out of Montreal. Toronto:
it’s - I’m sorry to say - kind of nonconscious centralism, an unawarene.wof
just how central and important Toronto
is to Canada. cl

PAPERBACKS

A summer’burning: from solar energy
run amok to ttio very different examinations
of the legal system at work
By AIVNE COLLINS

I HAD DEC~OEO
that this mlumn was
going to be devoted to the delightfully
air-headed pursuit of so-called summer
reading. So I scraped and dredged
thmu8h the publishers’ lilts, hoping for
thrillers and the like, but wmc up light
on light reading. Even J.. Robert Jams
- rhore last monster-chiller-horror
show, Tke Watcher. had a definite edge
on Stephen King - had got himself
tangled up in a strangulating plot in his
newest original. TheThIrd Story (PaperJacks, $3.95). It’s about a novelllt of
murder and mayhem (already I’m not
scared) who watches his plots come true
before his very eyes. Jan&s usual sure
grip of sleazy motivations comes loose in
a pool of self-pitying tears over the pain
of the wirer’s God-like condition. Llkable d~aractcrs are not Jams’s forte, but
this writer’s overpowering duke to be
misunderstood cam him a stone or two
beyond credibility.
Mild you, this second-best effort by
Jams was more of a heat-wave than the
thriller I then tried: Air Glow Red (Seal,
S3.50). Its author. Ian Slater. was too
enthralled by the me&a&m of his
catastrophe - solar power run amok to pay too much attention to those
scheduled to burn. ’
It obviously isn’t the time to try for
acape viagenm, because just about anything else seems to be on Canadian publishers’ minds iight cow. In fact, James
Lorimer has used the market research
methods that are usually invoked to
throw more schlock at us in order to
justify something that may even be good
for us: Goodread Biographies, as his
new line is called. while working on a
study called Book Reading in Canada
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f6r the Assocation of Caoadlln Publlshers, Lorima discovered that 60 per
cent of hook-store customers read biographies, and that 66 per c&t of that 60
per cent “have a very positive attitude
toward Canadian books.” Twelve
paperback releases frdm Goodread in its
fmt season’will certainly te3t Lorimer’s
research - and those of us who balk at
hardcover prices will finally get a crack
at woe of the best books published in
the country. They include: Wlthln the
Barbed Wire Fence, Takeo Ujo
Nakano’s account of what happened to
him during the wartime internment of
Japanese Canadians; An Arctic Man, by
Ernie Lyall; Mollie Gillen’s biography of
Lucy Maud Montgomery, The Wheel of
Things; Somelhing Hidden: A Biography of Wilder Penfield, by Jefferson
Lewis; Nathan Cohen: The Making of a
Critic, by Wayne Edmonstone and so on
- none priced at more than 55,9X
For Services Rendered by John Sawatsky (Penguin, $4.95) certainly outpaces
any fictional treatment of apionage.
though it competes on differcot gmund.
The men of the RCMP Security Service
do inhabit the by-now familiar shadowland of paranoia, conspiracy theories,
and betrayals, hut much of it in real life
seems to be iatmgenic - caused by the
cold-war doctors themselves. Sawatsky.
an exemplary investigative reporter who
has bcrrowcd into the RCMP for two
books now, attempts to settle the
controversy surrounding Leslie Jams
Bennett. who was head of the RCMP
Russian desk’for almost 20 years until
his career was ended by the suspicion
that he was a KGB plant - suspicion
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fostered ev’cn by frimds and long-time
colleagues. A two-year intensive invest.igatlon turned up so empty that interm&on
was the form’s last hope of
catching Bennett in his supposed doubk
think. The interrogation was also incmdusive.

Swatsky’s research turns up cvldencc
that the RCh4P’s constant failures at
spy-foiling could have been cawed by
amateur lncompctcncc. bad methodology, smart Soviets, the vagaries of
human nature when carrying dupllcitoirs
loads: any numbcr of reasons arc more
compelling than treason by Benactt. The
hook is an eloquent documentation of
scapegoating. If it wasn’t so serious it
would be funny. Take the Security Scrvice’s murderous plot againsta tree that
blocked the view of coming and goings
at the Soti embassy. When the tree
finally died, aftergreat deviousness and
expense to the tax$ayer, the Soviets
simply replaced it with another one.
Man D&ending, a first collation of
short stories by Guy’ Vanderhaeghe
(Laurentian Library, $8.95) was raved
about in Books in Canada by W.P.
Klnsella. and I second the motion. The
two matched sets of storia out of this
dozen - “Drummer” and “Cages,”
about Bile Simpson and his bad-boy
brother Eugene; “Man Descendii”
and “Sam, Soren, and Ed.” about
unemployable Ed’s journey down the
social ladder - offer csp&ally acute,
funny writing. One throwaway comment
by Ed, who has dllcovcred that writing
is a good excasc for the uaemployed. ls a
good example:
My fir% Big Book was to be about my
generation, a reveatIng tale about what
ir was like b&g a CaMdiaa university
studentdudng the Vietnam war. Let me
Lell you ir wasn’t emy having to vicariowlysbm
tbegut1t and agmyorfheir
war like some pwr cousin.
George Bowring
rather fcyly slips
into the third person to tell of his own
journey of discovery in juacturcs of the
narrative of Burning \Vater (New Press
Canadian Classics. $3.95). the ldstorieal
novel that won him the Govcmor
Ocneral’s Award in 1980. We find out
that George the wrltcr went east while
his historical subject. George Vancouver, went we8t; George the wltcr
we& south while George the explorer
went north. There seems to be an enjqyable George fctlsh going on here, but
we’re lucky that Boy George hadn’t
made his mark as a vocalist back then or
the Cults Club $oould be in here singjog, “Do you redly Wmt to hurt
me . . .”

Anyway, .George the writer “did not
know, to be sure, why all this, but he
trusted it, though as the voyage grew
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longer and the book got thicker he felt
himself resting more and more on his
faith in the readers: would they carry
him, keep him afloat?” His faith was
justified. Bowering’s portrayal of the
consumptive., ambitious, and dutiful
Vancouver floats without special pleas
from the writer, as miraculouslyas the
99-foot D&cov@y floats, with its 100
seamenkept ableby frequent dosing of
sauerkrautand sprucebeer. through its
five years.exile in the Pacific.
Vancouwr’s
belief in the merits and
jusdtications of&Is had him in a bind.
He wanted the explorer’sglory, but not
for him the easy route of tdling his
monarch and sponsors what they might
like to hew - and what no one else
could. after all, verify. Trees and cold
and fog and Indians; not gold and silver
and the Northwest Passage. If Vancoaver didn’t hate the shipboard scientist so much, he might have agreed with
the skeptical Menzies, who was heard to
mutter upon facing one more stretch of
uncharted world: “Hem we go. yet
snother once-in-a-lifetime experience.”
George the witer makes both black
comedy and rather tender drama out of
the emotions of the fated. historical
George. who tried so hard to invest his
circumstances with glory.

More than 21.000.000 people visit
Canada’s National Parksevery year.
In the more than 400 color photographs in this very
special book, you will see the reasons why.
$44.95

JACK EATEN sets himself such modest
goals in his hxert best-seller. In Court
(l%cmillan,
$9.95), that he could be
suspected of hedging his bets. Hereis a
book containing portraits of 10 Canadian criminal lawyers. and here is what
Batten wanted to achievewith it:
I wm~‘tlookingfor any moralsto draw
from the stories of the CBWS,though
occasionallythey wept into the telling.
Nor ws I poking after secrets to courtroom swxes, though.willy-nilly, they.
too, surlacedfrom the stories.Rather, 1
wanted s whiff of the courtroom, a
senseof the drama of the trial. and a
tasteof the personalityof the counselin
action.
Forewarned ls forearmed, as they say,
and Batten delivers what he promises: a
series of friendly chats with criminal
lawyers vho recall their cases like jocks
reliving old play-by-plays, with lots of
good anecdote, some details of sensational crimes and one truly horrible tale
of injustice (to hockey player Mike
Robitaille by his former employees, the
Vancouver Canucks) redrersed at long
last in the courts. So why am I disappointed?

creator of Rumpole, the best playwright to ever
defend a murderer, scriptwriter for Btidehad &visited
and author of Voyge Round My Father, John Mot-timer
now gives. us his funny astringent and tender
autobiography.
The

Probably because I just m-read By
P@ru*nsWnhao~~a:The Stmngs Deafh
of ChrislIne Demeter, by Barbara A&l
and Cimrge Jonas, out in quality paperback IO years after the crime (Mac-

APenguinBookjiwJdy

millan, $9.95). The fiat time through in 1977v:hen the book ws~ out in hardcoverand the controversialtrial wasstill
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fresh in the mind - I read with only one
real desire: to And out if Demeter was
aclually guilty. Not to find out if he
received jusdce., or how policemen build
cases. or what the social -forces on the
judiciary are - or eve” 10 have the local
Hungarian underworld and immigrant
experience that figured so largely in the
case explained to me. But Jonas and
Amid were not coplenl to report the
,gritty details of a sensational crime to
satisfy newspaper-fed curioshy (though
they did that pretty well. too. down to a
description of Chrisline and Pew making love on the morning of her murder).
They take this case and “se it lo display
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the big picture for us; they attempt in the
best journalistic fashion to release all the
light the Demeter trial can shed on our
system of justice.
Whereas
Batten,
with access to
lawyers as eminent BS J.J. Robineae,
never ventures into the big picture content in his summing-up chapter to re
mind his readers that “the nine men and
one woman I’ve written about are
among my favourite people.” It’s interesting to note which body of work is
being used as the basis of a forthcoming
TV series on the legal profession in
Canada. 1982’s best-seller? You guessed
it. 0
. .

The cause of criticism isn’t
necessarily helped when its champions
are academics and poets

By KEITH GAREBIAN

his vol~pt~o~ideas of text and textuality lranslated criticism into an openended, polysemous liIem:we.
Despite its defects, this is a” entertainhue of ihought? William D. Gairdner
ing book and Eertainly does not trivialize
examines Marxism, existentialism. New
its subjects.
However,
it is pure
Criticism.
psychology.
philology.
phenomenology, and stmcturalism, and
analytical theory, and readers who want
practical criticism should dip into some
shows how all these critical philosophies
of the other books.
are haunted by the same problan planted axioms - that create an inCanadian regionalists and nationalists
will probably enjoy Taking Stock (ECW
vidious archirecture and a different
Press, 160 pages, 98.95 paper),
a collee
locus of reality.
lion of papers and seminars o” the
William D. Gairdner’s The Critical
Canadian novel presented at the CdWager (VW Pmss, 1% pages, 912.95
Conference of 1978 and edited here by
paper) is a lively book - useful for
English majors - bd is bedevilled by
Charles S,teele. It opens with re”mrks by
Robut I&etsch
that take up where
.several things. One of these is the
paucity of literary explication: “Con
Ciairdner leacs off - with a challenge
to the idea of canonicity. Kroetsch
sider Kareni” and his ‘official’ fune
writes like a stand-up comedian, but his
tions, the priest and his homilies in
satirical tone never overwhelms his
Camus
L&w?ger,
all the wealthy
characters in Zola’s Rougon-Macquarlserious purport.The Calgary Conference
was a typical
Canadian
series, every ‘official’ in Balrac’s world,
phenomenon - concerned with comor the world of Dickens, or Scott.”
mittees for classitication and evduation.
Indeed! But consideration is precisely
Unfortunately,
the limited range of
what Gairdner fails to offer. His book
references to truly first-rate Canadian
has a strawnan ser-up, and his mprewnnovels reduces the value of this book as
tations of the various ideologies are not
a forum for mature discussion. The
unfailingly accurate. lie fails to see that
usual subjects are given the usual treatNew Criticism isn’t interested so much
ment, with the two cultures. thematic
.in ca”ses and effects as in contexb and
criticism, the regional novel, and conmeanings; or that slructumlism (at least
temporary +andards in the Canadian
a pr&tised by Roland Barthea) has not
novel drawing special pleas and attacks.
been naively concerned with mastering
The ballots on the 100 Best Canadian
“the infinity of utterances.”
Bathes
Novds would be worth a laugh or two
allowed for non-nominated reality, and
IN CHOOS~NOA particular mode of
diiwurse (“a critical wager”), does a
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vxrc it tmt for the inescapably sad fact
that they were tilled in by some of our
best-know academics. The truest voices
are those of the literary craft&ten (such
as Eli Matdel. Robert Kroetsch, Marian
Engel, and Rudy Wiebe) who opt for the
intinite compIe?dtIes of humanity rather
than for thesis patterns.
A\IOTHEP.P~ODUCF of academe is IdenLifIrotions: Ethnieity sttd the Wtiter In
Czmndn (Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies. 224 pages, $7.95 paper), a
collection of papers edited by Jars B&n
from a conference at the Univaity
of
Alberta In 1979 on “the ethnk dimension in Canadian literatutr..” Most of
the papers
engage in descriptive
pamphrase as they introduce us to
Ukrainian, ‘Hungarian, Icelandic, and
Yiddish witers
in Canada.
Oft&t,
howver, the eves are not made catvincingly for these ethnic writers, and
there is much stress and strain over
minor litwary figures. The best parts of
this book ati in the panel discussions on
“Ethnicity
and
Identity”
and
“Hyphenated Canadians,” fmm wbii
we can draw the sanest, non-regional,
non-chauvinist responses. I, like Maara
Haas at the conference, sometimes feel
lilx vomiting when I hear the word
“ethnic,” and many of the issues raised

at this conference are useless, especially
B&n’s ovn risible attempt to trace
Ukmktimt influences on abtiost any
wrl; by George Ryga. from Rim Joe to
Prrmcehs - an attempt, incidentally,
to which Rygr himself objects. If writers
can be known only through conferences
of this type, are they worth knowing?
And, by the way, where were the black
and Indian writers of Canada? Apparently they were not deemed of enough
ethnic importance or they were simply
invisible to those who held European
literary passports.
Academic obsessions, eccentricities,
and perversIons continue with E.D.
Blcdgett, Patricia Monk, and Jennifer
V&Id-Walters.
Of the trif+ Blodgett
hm the highest aspirations and the most
fruitful
results even given the
problems of his comparative approach
to Canadian Literature in Conflgumlions:
Essays
on Ihe Canadian
Litenturcr (ECW Press. 224 pages,
s9.95 paper). Blodgett is well aware of
the “diplomatic caution” that should be
awised when attempting to compe a

m~cse with a toothpick (in Rudy
Wiebe’s famous analogy).
Critical
ingenuity can often make moose and
toothpick look like one and the same
thing, but so what? Blodgett very wisely
eschews the usual methods of thkatic
critics who (like Ronald Sutherland) are
apt to use Grove and Ringuet, for example, as points of comparison. Blodgett
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shows that although themes might meet
even when actual texts turn away from
each other, the central question is what
conirergencet signify. Blodgett is satsitive to literaty form, but hi book
(aItho@h tilled with brilliant perceptions of MacL.ettnan. Munm, Hebert,
and P.P.G.) is heavy-going, demanding
scholarly expertise with crItIcal jargon
and &man
and French language and
Iitetature.
ALmost equally~ owpa\vering,
or
de4dening. in its specialized diction and
critical archaeology, Patricki Monk’s
The Smaller Infiiity (University of
Toronto Press, 214 pages, $25.00 cloth)
‘-
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the title refers to man as miaocnsm
labours over the concept of the

Jungian self In the novels of Robertson
Davies. WitbIn its evident limits as
psyclmlogical
criticism, this densely
derailed execution of a thesis Is a
triumph of asriduous scholarship. Car1
Jung, Joseph Campbell, and Northrop
Frye am frequently Invoked. and readers
will have to contend with terms such as
“anamnesis,”
“mythologem,”
“numinosum;”
“psychogmpby;”
and
“spagiric.” Monk treats Davies’s fiction
purely according m tbe norms of
psychological realism or allegory, and
misses much of his sense of parody and
verbal wit. Her generally solemn tone
reduces Davies’s quicksilver hammy
humour.
RERCE SOLEMNI~‘. but not scholarship,
is .certainly a charge that can be laid
against Jennifer Waelti-Waken’s
Fairy’
Talea and lhe Female Imaglnaiiott (Eden
Press, 161 pages. 818.95 cloth). -According to her, fairy tales have subverted the
female imagination, and to establish her
case’ she uses works by Anne H4bert.
Simone de Beauvoir, Marie-Claire Blais.
Ma&rite
Duras, Jeanne Hyvrttrd,
Monique Wittig, Louky Bersiatdk, and
Constance
Delaunay.
Her feminist
evisceration of literature shows that she
can be trusted in the ki&hen. bedroom,
or Living-room, but not in the library.
When she claims that fairy talea are the
fmt steps in :‘the maintenance of a
misogynous.
sex-stereotyped
patriarchy” because the end-product is a
“IifeIess woman,” w o is “inherited.
bartered, or colkcte #! in a monstrous
game of Monopoly,” I wonder whatever
became
of the
seven
dwarfs,
Rumpelstiltskin,
the Frog-Prince, and
the Beast after the wotnep in tbeIr lives
were through with them. Actually. I
don’t serIousIy wonder about this at all.
It’s a mug’s game that should be resew
ed for all those sbters OF Sappbo or
sirens from Labos who Iwe to chant,
“BrIdebed, chikibed, bed of death.”
Everything (front Fairy tales to serious
works of literature) is reduced to squalid
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feminist polities. What WaeIti~WaIters
says of Cinderella, Sttc.w White, sleep
ing Beauty, Galatea, or Eve would make
sense only iF, Forced to remain on the
literal level, we knew the marital situ&
tion of caeh woman. Waelti-Walters is
on shaky ground in almost everything
from the Bible to modem theatre: when
she daims that the Viin Mary had no
access to language For herself she fails to
mention tbe Magniticat: when she
deprecates the theatre For putting, all its
emfts in tbe hands of men she c.verlooks
Joan Littlewood, Pam Brighton, Denise
CoFFey, Motley. Theoni Aldredge,
Susan Benson, Tanya Moiseiwitsch, or
Patricia Zipprodt. She is on even shakier
ground as a literary critic. The books she
subjects to her mer&ss. reckless propaganda are deflowered of all sensitivity,
subtlety. or getius. Their authors should
cry, “RapeI”
Evidently it does not necessarily help
the cause of criticism to have academics
as its champions. Nor does it necessarily
help to have poets beating the drum For
poetry, although some of the beat critics
in Canada have been poets Eti
MandeL Louis Dudek. and tbe late
A.J.M. Smith. George Bowring
is
sometimes a fine poet; sometimes a

Edited by M. W Steinberg
A vibrant collection of littleknown short fiction by the
author of the remarkable poetic
novel The Second Scroll. Here
are stories of Jewish life focusing
on legends, festivals and ceremonies, well-knnown character
types, and familiar aspects of life
in the synagogue, in thehome,
and on the streets. Also included
are social and political satire
and parodies of the detective
story and literary debates.
835.00 cloth, 814.50 paper
UNIVERSITY OF
TORONTO
PRESS
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perceptive critic. What he says of John
Newlove, Margaret Atwood, and D.G.
Jones is wonderfully shrewd. and is wrilten from a sensitive understanding of a
poet’s temperament and craft. However.
Boaerlly falls mom often than he succeeds in A Way vvlth \Vords (Oberon
Press. 199 pages, 917.95 cloth. 98.95
paper). Roy Klyooka, Lionel Kcams.
Fred Wah, Frank Davey, and David
McFadden. while certainly signiIicant
poefs, appear to have been selected for
examination mom because of their artistic and social fellowship with Bowering than because of hiih achievement or so it appears from Bowing’s
gushing, suprrficlal homage. Despite his
windy claims for them, he fails to make
a cominclng case for any; and his style
(awful
colloquialisms
sometimes
clashing againit pretentious ideas) often
produces brthetic effecrs.
To his credit,
Bowering
never
pretends to be objective - a state of

mind that iv a” illusion at the best of
times. He dares to let his personal
involvemenls show nakedly, but at the
same time he is equally exposed in his
crhlcal inadequacies. His piece on Red
Lane is a sophomorish reminiscence.
For Avison, he ls excessively descriptive,
repetitive. but short on form. 1” his first
of two essays on James Reancy, he is
caught in so many critical brambles Lhat
his reader suffers almost as much as his
argument. Averse to “thar old pattern”
of the Yltermy mind” copying the
modes of past culture where “gods and
giants aie only reported, “ever met,” he
declares himself on the side of the
unacknowledged shamans of the world,
whose emotions
make for “better
dance”
because
the dancers
are
“possessed by nature.” But perhaps
what Bow&g
needs to be in what he
calls “the post-Layton period” of a
“post-lyric,
post--thematic age.” is a
post-shaman trltic. 0
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Rites of passage: from the nightmares .
of a Venetian architect to the
crumbiing dreams of a’soap-opera cowboy

By RICK ARCHBOLD
.
wmw~s wg agcAusB I’m a” effete
Torontonian
that The Last Hidlng
Place. by Termnce Heath (Oolicha”
Books, 216p”ges, SS.95 paper), failed to
touch me deeply. Certainly a day in the
life of Gabriel McFie, half-breed,
former rodeo circuit rider, and Saskatchewn fanner, is far fmm my own
experience. Bur I think the problmn lies
in the fact thaf despite his frequent doquence a”d considerable technical ease.
Heath auempts too much ham. He tries
to condense into this novel not only
Gabe’s past life (the Indian mother he
hz rejected; rhe uncle who told him his
true calling was as a story-teller, his
rodeo days) but also three other
members of Gabe’s family: Liia, the
beautiful, restless whire woman he has
marrrrd; Louis, his sullen, cunning, and
rcsemful 19-year-old so”; Gabrielle, hll
fragile favourite, mesnmrlzed by her
Catholic
education
and seemingly
headed for the nunnery. The other
children - I counted at least three-am
present mostly as a backdrop.
What Heath does give us in the grip-

ping middle section of the book is a
compact rural melodrama that crackles
with energy. The novel takes place on
the day Gabe discovers hii wife’s adultery, when the whole way of life he has
so .stoicaUy cohptructed collapse
in
rubble. It is as their confrontation
reaches its climax, with quickening
cinematic crass-cuts from Gabe to Lisa
to Louis to Gabrielle (and at o”e
nmrvelIous moment to an episode from
Bonanza flickering on the family TV
screen) that the book is aL its most convineing. This pad ls dam” good soap
opera: melodrama with the inevitabilhy
of Greek tragedy. Gabe’s final journey
into the bush. into the !irst snow of
winter, into his past where he unlocks
the untold storks of his childhood, contains some beautiful writing but leads to
a pmdiclabk conclusion.
THE NARRATOROF The Lion’s Mouth
(NeWen Press, 180 pages, $16.95 cloth,
$6.95 paper) is a woman named Blanca
who, like the’nowl’s author, Caterina
Edwards, came from Venice to Canada
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as a young girl and now lives in Edmonton. Bianca reveals ln the prologue,
addressed to her older Venetian musln
Marco, that this is her fourth attempt to
tell his story. It is a” unconvendonal yet
curiously old-fashioned
opening: the
wirer eddresslng her audience, Lhe new
world addressing the old.
The novel the” takes up a conventional, third-person narrative of Marco
as he is now, a middle-aged Venetian
architect trapped in a” unhappy maxrlage, obsessed with his infant so”
Francesco who was born retarded and
with a defective heart. It follows Marco
through a sometimes nighlmarlsh series
of events that leads to the polar of his
nervous breakdown. Edwards wiles a
clear, elegant prose. She gives us
Marco’s story with economy. emodonal
acuity, and a sum eye for significant
detail. And she evokes Venice as vividly
and as concretely as Temnce Heath
evokes the Saskatchewan outback.
Marc& story is inrerrupkd at regular
in&rvals by fhe voice of the pmlogue.
Bianca’s voice. She recalls her life as a
young immigrant u) Alberta and as a
summer visitor to Venice, where she
learned about life and art frbm her
cousin. She mnwnbers Marw’s ““attained loveobject.
the beautiful and
rebellious Elena. And she talks about
her three previous aLtempts to &he (his
novel. (1 was nor always completely
comfortable with Bianca’s chapters; at
Limes Edwards seenwd to be slrting
for significance.) This structural conceit
allows the a”Ihor to tell two +&s
simultaneously, the one enriching and
feeding on the other.
But &hat are we fo believe? Is this
fouch version of Marc& story the lme
one? Can we trust Bianca’s portrayal of
her rival, the now revolutionary Elma,
who .lures Marco into unwilling and
unwitting complidty in a” assassination
plot? Where does the fiction really
begin? I will happily sertk for the amwer
Bianca (Caterlna?)
gives us in the
epilogue: “Why have 1 spent my winter
telling your story? I needed Lo exorcist
my drram of Venice. I needed to rid
myself of the ache of longing that I have
carried for so long. And you - you am
the grain of sand that began the pearl
that is my dream.”
Flora, Wrlte ‘This Down. by New
Brunswicker Nancy Bauer (Goose Lane
Editions, 136 pages. paper), is, like The
Lion’s Mouth, a kind of dialogue betwee.” two countries, two citim - in this
case Fredericton, N.B.. and West Peterborough, Massachusetts. But thii is a
chronicle of family connectedness rather
than irreparable separation.
The moment 1 turned Lo the opening
page I found myself surrounded by

of a warm and chatty
fatly. Everyone bubbles with euthusiasm for the project of the moment (a”
ewwsio” to the basks of the old canal
to look for the medicinal herb. boneset); .
everyone brims with stories from family
history. So contagious is this mood that
1 hardly noticed my irritation at trying to
keep track of all these names - Gad,
Winkie, Doe, Black& Sart, Preacher and to fgure out who each person’ was
and how he or she related to the rest.
Tbhankfully, as the opening section progresses the voices do begin to separate
and much (though not all) of the confusion disappears.
Flora, the narrator, and her so” John
are visiting West Peterborough for the
summer. John is about lo have plastic
surgery at a Boston hospital; he’s injured his left hand (never fear, no
sinister symbolism here). Eventually Jeffrey arrives with his family, the” FIora’s
busbvld Art and her daughter Priscilla.
The reunion is complete.
The remaining two sections of the
novel constitute a son of winnowing, a
separating of the wheat of history from
the chaff of fvnily legend. Flora re
counts episodes from her own childhood
endii with her rite of passage (by train)
to Canada to visit Art Benjamin. her
future husband. Here the book modulates sezunlesslyinto its final section in
rhich Flora, now returned to Frederie
to” from the summer in Maw.chusetts.
fills us in on pieces of her family’s life
since she married and motvedto Canada.
Here too she ponders the impulse to
write down what has become a very
satisfying fvnily chronicle - a” unprstentious. artful celebration of life. 0
several generalions
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IN HER FsYlEIv of Dangerous Pafriols,
(April) Margaret Laurence appears to
misinterpret the reason why the Communist Patty of Canada at first opposed

the wu agaiost Nazi Germany.
It VW not because the party saw it “as
an attempt on the part of an imperiali%
tic Britain to bwolve Canada in a European war,” but because the signing of
the Hitler-Stalin pact had forced Coinmunist parties everywhere. on orders
from the Comintem. to do au abrupt

gentl&t and most amiable of his
books since TraFelv With My Aunt”

a ‘The

-

The Nm York Tinm Book Review

this act of literary homage ranks
among Greene’s wisest, warmest,
mellowest tales, the verbal counterpart to
an excellent bottle of Cognac. ”
“
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“Greene’s in*top form in Mom&or
-

William French The Globe and Mail
$3.95
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groups.
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involvement, how funding requirements
rvem met. etc. Sp@cial oectio”. “The
EaaycItrq Game”. plots the steps to
follow from the idea stage through to
suwful
completion.
With over 270 photographs and drawings,
this beautiful book belongs in all lfbrades as
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exactly, marijuana is. Governments are
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. the medical
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aboul-fa,u in 1heir posilions on the
“anti-Farfin s1ruggle.”
Laurence says “this anomaly musl
bavc Lxuxd a lot of agcmiaed debare.”
Indeed. It drove many people of intb
grity ou1 of the party.
Lauren~y writes that “1he Soviet
Union came imo the war on the Allied
side,” but this was not. of course,
because Stalin’s conscience had suddenly been awakened, bu1 because the
Nazis had invaded the Soviel Union.
It stems to me that Laurence’s review
seriously blurs these well-known
hiaorieal facts.
Kennedy Wells
Albena. P.E.I.
Capital theatpies
A COSI~IUNLTY
may get 1he theatre i1
deserves, but does Ottawa deserve the

mercurial bombast of M.B. Thompson?
His diarrhoeic dmppiags on the April
pages of Books in Canada was a
dcmeoning and disgraceful assault
against the Great Canadian Theatre
Company and the many people who
have encouraged its effmis to bring
inrelligen1. provocative
Canadian
1hea1reto Ottawa.
GCTC will survive not because, as
Thompson grandiloquently poslts, its
productions are lying, untruthful tracts
funded by institutions fattened on a diet
of metaphoric rubles; GCTC will survive
brsause by offering srimulating. relevant
thcatre it has earned the respect and support of a large number of people.

Wirh this support and aclive encouragcmen1 1he potential of this talented,
energetic ~mmpaay has continued to
llourirh and mature; withou1 the community support, GCTCs splendid new
space would still be the greasy, oily
garage it was only a year or so ago.
Books in Canado does a great disserrice to itself, to the dedicated members
of the Grear Canadian Theatre Company and to its many supporters by
printing McCarthy-ite bluster instead of
considered criticism.
Michael Ostroff
Otlawa
THEIX AFZ a number of libellous
falsehoods in MB. Thompson’s bitchy
and irra1ional summing up of the Great
Canadian Thearre Company’s role and
achievements on the Ottawa theatre
scme. In all fairness. you cnve us space
for a reply 10 se1 the reford straight.
Thompson’s tirst Bll Lie is that
GCTC members
are heartless
scnophobes who would not permit “a
technically ‘stateless’ Chinese girl to help
se\:’ threads for Robin Mathews’s
Sekirk since she lacked the citizenship
for it.” In fact, the young wotnan in
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question was a Krst-year student from
York University who wandered into
rehearsals and announced she would like
to help - but only as dramaturge!
Nonetheless, she WBSinvited 10 attend
rehearsals and make her contribution.
Her name appears in the program as
“Script Assistant.”
Thornman’s second Bii Lie is that our
proximiiy to the “money bags of the
Canadian Labour Conare& enables us
“to plumb whatever pork barrels are..
administered by grant-granting propaganda such as the GCTC’s recent
Nicaraguan fantasy, Sandirdsm!” The
facts are that we have never received a
penny in contributions fmm the UC,
and after eighl years we are still not
receiving a sustaining grant fmm the
Canada Council.
The only “mendacity” (why not call a
lie a lie?) ls Thompmn’s acmunl of our
motives aad accomplishments. The bllgea1 “fantasy” is his silly claim that
GCTC. is surviving and prospering
because this liberal counlry rewards
cultural organizations that challenge the
status quo by-attacking its ideological
underpinnings. Such spiteful drivel ls an
insult to your readers’ intelligence, if not
10 Thompson’s
Larry McDonald
Associate Director
The Great Canadian Theatre Compariy
Ottawa
MB.

Thompsu

rap&a:

(i) You’d never guess from either letter that the bulk of mv niece was not
about the GCTC.
_.
liij I assumed thar the union ICUPWI
th&.has a strong connectlo~ to th;
GCK
and whose president, Jean
Claude Parrot, is a vice-president of the
CLC has somethina vaauely to do with
that body.
- - _
(iii) “Mendacity” - “Lid’: all the
same to me.. I’m not 1he expert.
Style and substance
I AM SORRY
that Ralph Gustafson, whose
work in geneml I re+pect (as I respec.1
and like also what I know of the man),
should choose to terra me a “moronic
critic” in his letter in the April issue for
diiagreaing with his own evidently high
estimate of one book, Gmdadons of
Grandeur,
and should moreover
misrepresent ma as having found the
poem
“ststis:ically
constipated.”
Anyone actually reading my review in
the February issue will see that I did not
mention statistics, nor apply statistical
methods, and that the constipation
refers solely to the aacassh’ely clotted
quality of some of his more philosophical tercets.
For me. literary criticism inv&s,
as

well as a close attention to details, the
obligation to demonstrate via extensive

quotation, rather than merely to as.%&
stylistic qualities that one admires or
regrets. In thii way the reader can at
least know what the critic’s standards
are in practice and take them into
accuunt. Rather than crude insult 1
would have welcomed fmm Mr. Gustafson. either publicly or privalely. a line
by-line refutation of lhe points that I
took pains to substantiate in such delail.
However vast geographically, fmm
the literary perspective Canada is asmall

pond, so that it is almost impossible nor
to know or have met many of the writers
whose work one reviews. A false
camaraderie raults, 1 fear, more often
in diplomatic silence or friendly but
evasive “noticing” than in the balanced
and detailad criticism that Canadian
literature needs now more than either
further vcduIW5 of poetry or even - if
such is to ha the cost - than lllerary

friendships, however pleasant.
Christopher Levenson
Department df English
Carleton University
Ottawa

Hear, hear
ASA hea&g-impaid
(or -handicapped)
individual, may I point out to the judges
and to Andrew G. Gann, who contributed to CanWii No. 80 the item
defining “hearing-handicapped” as a
new euphemism for “deaf,” that these
two terms ara not synonymous.
“Hearing-handicapped” is a perfectly
legitimate tarm used to differentiate
those people who still have some hearing
and can generally be assisted by some
means. such as a hearing aid, to hear

.

better. “Deaf” refers to those whose
impairment is so se.verethat say sense of
hearing ls essentially non-existent. One
might say that all deaf people ax
hearing-impaired -but
not all hearingimpaired individuals are deaf, as that
word is properly defined.
Lizcraig
Red Deer, Alta.
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THBRB HAS BERN so much fuss lately
about the immoral content of Gmadian
books that some censorious organiaations have began to speciali.
For
inaance, we raaluly leamad of me
Mordecai Richle.r Abhorrence Lea@%
which operates under the acronym
Mom‘. Contestants ara invited to corn-
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pose *cronyms for other groups vrhose
aimis to launder (or protect) the work of

LEYC
MOR
-

v/e&known Canadian writers. The prize
is 525 and another 525 goes to Laura
Kropp of Ottawa for the idea. Deadline:
September I. Address: CanWit No. 84,
Bool;r in Canada, 366 Adelaide Street
East. Toronto MSA 3X9.
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Barbara Love. Gananoque, Ont.
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L. Brown, Winnipeg

OUR REQVESTfor “drop poems” pmdirected toward his nibs, the most canmoo of which transformed Trudeuuinto
rude. (Other duplications included Brian
iuulroney: btdoney;Hamld Balian+ old
lard; and Allan Fotheriwham: another
barn.) The winner is KC. Angus of
Ilemptville, Gut., for the followbIg compositions:
LLIAM
WI
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MA

CKE ZIL?KING
N

HA’ R BI
JO
c OS 6
J
AN TEMNA
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THE FOLLCIWIN~
Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendationsdon’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
FICTION

Ntght Tmvetlem. by Sandra Birdselt, Tumstone Press. Birdsell’s evocative style and
uncanny eye for detail transform the
immediatesituaion of thesestories- the
rather ordinaryexistenceof a Meds barba.

his Mennonite wife, and lhelr daughters-

MAR ARETATU’
OOD
0
EDW

7liE IXMTORS RECOMMElVD

ENT

into a reverberatingmediradon on racial
heritay and I&it+
history.
PIOi+l-FIcxloN
Letter to the Past An Autobloynphy.
Volume 1. by OeorgeWoodmck, Rtzhenry
& Whiteside. A iinely crafted account ol
Woodcock’sfgrmadveyearson the rich and
ambivalent ma&s of cultural, social, and
polilial life. in which he meals the ypulhful experiencesthat led to his lifetime
emotionaland awheric commitments.

Genemtions: Selected Poems. by Rachel
Kom, Mosaic Pi-a/Valley Editions. A
welcome introduction (through wandalions
by Seymour Maync, Miriam Waddington.
and others)to the work of the Yiddish poet
who, though widely anthol&ed abroad,
was still lar@y unknown to Canadian
readers when she died last September in
Montreal.
Classlfled rat= $8 per line (40 characters

totha IIns). DeadlIner first of the month for
issue dated followlog month. Address:
Books InCanadaClassified,368Adelaide
Street East, Toronto M5A 3X9. Phone:
(416) 383.5428.
rxa#USCRIPTs,
articles.
reports,
papers, letters, ros”“os. theses, etc. Professlonally typed. Reasonable rates. Call
fAaurean Hussey, 4832036, anytlme.
WEBD A manuscript typed? Neat, acoo.
rate. 70~ per page. Call Ruth (418)
887.3792.
OLD’ AND RARE BOOKS. Canadiana
catalogues. Herlta9e Books, 3438 6 St.
S.W., Calgary, Alberta T2S 2M4.
USED LAW BOOItS. 30 day free examination. Write J.L. Heath, 33 Isabella St.
112109.Toronto M4Y 2P7.922.0849.

BOOK3 RECEIVED

POUOW~NO
Canadian books &ve
been received by Books in Canada in
recent weeks. lnclhsion in this list does
not preclude a review or notice in a

THE

future issue:

__.,__._-..--

--....-.---.-~

CANADUANS
#0lr WAR
Diary of a P.B.O.
Engrossingstory of Lt. Frank Shrive and his adventurer as a
“Poor Bloody Obwver” with the Royal Flying Corpr
SlS.35
8x11 hardbound
Umwlddy-Umty
William O&i&
story 01 hisexperiences
ar a &galler in World War I.
8x1, softbound
19.95

Slreel. Erin. Onla110 \uII

IIu

Telephone: (519)833-2407
o FOR OUR COMPUTE BROCHURE

COItGTETE YOUR COLLECTION
A limited number of back &es

of Books in Canada a’e
available for the Following prices Per copy. Plus Postage
and handling:
1982 1980 1978 1976 1974 I972 -

112.5
$1.75
SM.5
S3.75
S3.25
$3.75

per issue; I%1 - 51.50 p’
per
per issue; 1917 - $2.50 per
per issue; 1975 - $3.00 per
per issue; 1973 - 13.50 pe’
Per issue.

pa issue; 1979 - $2.00

I!??xnn@&~~

KlK

Reflections on the Origin of Mind

ChmlesJ Lumsden &

~~z?RxSa

98Main

“Every page is an
adventure. The
concepts come at
FU
like laser
beams. A thoroughly provoking
ook.“-Roger A. Caras

Edward 0. Wilson

Illustrations by Whitney Powell

The Annotated Bibliography
of Canada’s Major Authors

issue:
issue;
issue:
issue;
issue;

Order now while sloekr lam! Write to:
Back Issues. Books in Gnada. 366 Ad&&
Sweet East.
Tcuonro. Onuria MZA 3X9. 0' phone (416) 363.5436.

I

A CANADIAN

IN PARIS

On the eve of publication of her latest
novel in English, a profile of Anne HCbert
By Mart Cohen
Reviews of new books by Fred Cogswell, Lawrence Garber,
Robert Harlow, Phyllis Webb, and much, much more

